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Abstract

Modal metaphysics consumed much of the philosophical discussion at the
turn of the century, yielding a number of epistemological insights. Modal
analyses were applied within epistemology, yielding sensitivity and safety
theories of knowledge as well as counterfactual accounts of the basing
relation. The contemporary conversation has now turned to a new meta-
physical notion – grounding – opening the way to insights by bringing
grounding into epistemology. In this dissertation, I attempt to apply in-
sights about grounding within epistemology, opening up a new fruitful
exchange between metaphysicians and epistemologists.
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Grounding and Epistemic Regress

Innovations in metaphysics often give rise to insights within epistemology. One
recent example is the wide-ranging influence of work on the metaphysics of
modality. Pioneering work on modal logic made reasoning with modal notions
more tractable, paving the way for progress on the metaphysics of possible
worlds. Work on possible worlds then gave rise to novel applications ranging
from analyses of meaning to the semantics of counterfactuals.1 The explosion of
work on modality was not without its critics, most notably Quine, who thought
that modal notions were too confused and obscure.2 Despite these worries, the
modal revolution gradually came to command a following due its theoretical
fruitfulness.

A new revolution is now underway within metaphysics. A number of leading
theorists have begun to argue for the notion of grounding, a relation they claim
arises across philosophy in places as distinct as logic and normativity:3

(1) Logic: The fact that snow is green or lying is wrong W the fact that
lying is wrong4

(2) Analysis: The fact that Jones is a bachelor W the fact that he is an
unmarried male

1David Lewis (1969) gives an account of truth conditions in terms of possible worlds, an
account he then extends to counterfactuals (1973).

2For the full story on Quine’s views on modality, see Follesdal (1968).
3For the purposes of this paper, I will be assuming that grounding is a relation, although

there is some disagreement. Fine (2012a and 2012b) and Correia (2010), p. 254, favor the
view that perhaps grounding is best thought of as a sentential operator, but this might only
be because this allows ontological neutrality in a discussion of ground. A sentential operator,
however, seems ill-suited for some of the work to which grounding is often put. Grounding
claims are thought to portray the very structure of reality, work that cannot be accomplished
by the operationalist approach. The logical ‘or’ is also a sentential operator, but this fact
alone is insufficient to generate a worldly relation of disjunction. Furthermore, grounding is
thought to play a central role in explanation in that grounding claims can issue in metaphysical
explanations. In order for grounding claims to coincide with explanations though, they must
latch onto something worldly, as explanations require backing by dependence relations; see
Kim (1994) and Ruben (1990). If grounding claims are going to issue in explanations then,
they must reflect a worldly dependence relation, a point put to use by Trogdon (2013b) and
Rodriguez-Pereyra (2005) in arguing that grounding must be a relation. Thus, for grounding to
play the part that its conceptual roles pick out, structuring the world from the fundamental to
the derivative and enabling explanation, it must be more than a sentential connective. Those
that endorse the relation view include Audi (2012a and 2012b), Bolzano (1837, Vol. II, section
168), Cameron (2008), Dasgupta (2014a), Jenkins (2011), Rodriquez-Pereyra (2005), Rosen
(2010), Schaffer (2009), and Trogdon (2013b).

4W denotes ‘is grounded in,’ with the latter fact grounding the former fact.
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(3) Existentials: The fact that an object is in the room W the fact that
there is a molecule in the room
(4) Normative-Non-Normative: The fact that lying is wrong W the
fact that lies in general produce worse consequences than truth-telling.5

(5) Determinate-Determinables: The fact that the shirt is blue W
the fact that it is navy

The development of grounding mirrors a number of the early movements in
modal metaphysics. Kit Fine (2010, 2012a, and 2012b) has published exten-
sively on the logic of ground.6 Gideon Rosen (2010) and Jonathan Schaffer
(2009) have written on the metaphysics of grounding, and numerous applica-
tions have already been found: Schaffer (2010a) employs grounding consider-
ations in defending monism, Shamik Dasgupta (2014b) claims that grounding
should be used to formulate physicalism, and Ross Cameron (Forthcoming)
takes the truthmaking relation to be an instance of grounding.7 Grounding
is also not without its detractors. Like Quine on modality, Thomas Hofweber
(2009) and Christopher Daly (2012) find the notion of grounding too obscure
and ill-defined, while Jessica Wilson (2014) thinks that all the work grounding
theorists want to be accomplished can be done by other dependence relations.
Like with modality, this has not prevented grounding theorizing from moving
forward. It is partially this moving forward, in fact, that has given ground-
ing further traction, just as it was a theoretical fruitfulness that cemented the
impact and staying power of the modal revolution. What is left then is to
apply grounding within epistemology.8 In doing so, I will not be answering
the grounding skeptics directly,9 but nevertheless motivating the adoption of
grounding idioms, as the more diverse uses to which grounding is put lend cre-
dence to the usefulness of thinking in terms of grounding more generally.

In this paper, I will argue that the relation that links justified beliefs in the
justification regress is an instance of grounding, that what is at issue between
Foundationalists, Coherentists, and Infinitists is a grounding relation between

5This of course is true only on a variety of rule consequentialism that takes the level of action
types to be the objects of moral evaluation. For a defense of the claim that consequentialism
core commitment is a particular grounding claim, see Berker (2017).

6Other work on the logic of ground includes Batchelor (2010), Bolzano (1837), Correia
(2010 and 2014), deRosset (2013), Kramer (2013), Mulligan, Simmons, and Smith (1984),
Rosen (2010), Schnieder (2011), Tatzel (2002).

7Schaffer (2009), p. 364, and Rosen (2010), pp. 111-112, also suggest a grounding account
of physicalism, while Liggins (2012), Rodriquez-Pereyra (2005), and Schaffer (2008a), pp. 10-
18, (2008b), pp. 309-312, and (2010b), pp. 309-311, also take the truthmaking relation to be
an instance of grounding.

8There is a use of ‘grounds’ within epistemology that is roughly synonymous with ‘reasons
for belief’ and distinct from the metaphysical grounding relation. To simplify the discussion,
I will use the unmarked ‘ground’ and its various conjugations to discuss the metaphysical
grounding relation, employing ‘epistemic grounds’ wherever I intend to talk about reasons for
belief. For more on the relationship between metaphysical grounding and epistemic grounds,
see Section 2.

9Though refutations have been given. See Audi (2012a) and Raven (2012).
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the justified and their justification-makers. In Section 1, I examine some histor-
ical formulations of these positions, noting that they centrally employ paradig-
matic grounding talk, making it appear that determination factors in the regress
problem. I then clarify in Section 2 that, even though basing is a relation be-
tween justified beliefs, I do not intend to be giving a theory of the basing re-
lation. I then give an argument from transitivity, contending that grounding
makes sense of the transitive justificatory link between beliefs in the justification
regress. For this argument, I assume that normative properties are grounded in
non-normative properties, a paradigmatic instance of grounding. I then show
in Section 3 that the relation between the normative and the non-normative is
transitive across the relation between justified beliefs, arguing that this gives
strong reason to think that the regress problem is generated by grounding. I
then conclude in Section 4 by showing that the recognition that grounding is
what is at issue in the regress problem has implications for what solutions to
the regress are actually viable. In this way, it could well be that epistemologists
have a lot to learn from metaphysicians, but it could also be that advocates of
grounding might gain new insights into grounding by taking the regress problem
in epistemology to feature the same sort of metaphysical priority.

1 The Regress Problem in Epistemology

The history of the regress problem traces back at least to Aristotle. This in
itself is suggestive, as Aristotle is usually credited with founding the project of
grounding metaphysics.10 The regress concern gets started with the plausible
thought that, in order for a belief to be justified, it must be inferred from other
justified beliefs:

Justification Transfer – For all beliefs bn, b1 depends for its justification
on further beliefs b2...bn which are themselves justified

If the Justified Transfer principle is accepted with full generality, the specter
of regress looms. In order for b1 to be justified, it must be depend on further
justified beliefs b2...bn, b2 must also depend on some justified b3...bn, and so on.
If we also accept that human agents are incapable of entertaining an infinitely
long series of inferences, then skepticism concerning justification is the natural
result. If, for our beliefs to be justified, Justification Transfer requires something
of which we are not capable, then it turns out that our beliefs are not justified.

Three responses that have emerged to the challenge of skepticism are Foun-
dationalism, Coherentism, and Infinitism.11 Foundationalists deny Justification

10See Schaffer (2009), pp. 350-354. The regress argument can be found in Aristotle’s
Posterior Analytics, I.3, though he conducts the discussion of the regress entirely in terms
of demonstration, possibly showing that he did not intend the regress argument to also have
implications for epistemic justification or metaphysical priority more generally, see Goldin
(2013). For more on Aristotle’s theory of demonstration, see Barnes (1969), Ferejohn (1988),
Harari (2004), and Smith (2009). Here we will depart from Aristotle’s account in that we will
be solely concerned with epistemic justification.

11I am excluding a possible fourth option here, that of ending the regress of justification in
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Transfer, taking the regress problem to show that there are some beliefs that are
justified apart from other justified beliefs. Coherentists and Infinitists both ac-
cept Justification Transfer. Coherentists affirm Justification Transfer and take
it that the structural features of a set of beliefs determines whether that set is in
fact justified. Infinitists accept Justification Transfer and contend that human
cognitive limits are not problematic after all, that skepticism does not result
from taking the structure of justified belief to be an ever-descending chain of
justification-makers. Each of these positions then, contra skepticism, captures
the common sense thought that we are justified in at least some of our beliefs.

A question that arises for all of these positions is how precisely justified be-
liefs are linked with their justification-makers. Even though Foundationalism
does not accept the Justification Transfer Principle in full generality, Founda-
tionalists do accept the principle when it comes to non-foundational beliefs.
Non-foundational beliefs depend for their justification on foundational justified
beliefs, requiring that the Foundationalist accept a modified version of Justi-
fication Transfer. But what kind of relation holds between justifying beliefs
and justified beliefs? Close attention to historical formulations of Foundational-
ism, Coherentism, and Infinitism reveals that they are rife with grounding talk.
Consider, for example, Sosa’s (1980a) characterization of Foundationalism in
his seminal paper “The Raft and the Pyramid”:

Classical foundationalism in epistemology is the view that
(i) every infallible, indubitable belief is justified
(ii) every belief deductively inferred from justified beliefs is itself justified
(iii) every belief that is justified is so in virtue of (i) or (ii)12

And also his formulation of coherentism:

A belief X is justified for S in virtue of membership in a coherent set only
if S is justified in believing
(1) that most of his beliefs with the property of thus cohering are true,
and
(2) that X has that property13

Sosa chooses to formulate both Foundationalism and Coherentism using ‘in
virtue of,’ one of the standard natural language locutions used to express a
grounding relationship. Further argumentation will be needed to show that
Sosa’s uses of this phrase indeed pick out the grounding relation, but there
is indisputably some sort of dependence going on between justifiers and the
justified within Foundationalism and Coherentism. This point of course also
an unjustified belief – for a defense of this position, see Engel (2014). Much of what I say is
also able to be extended to the thought that ultimately justification is grounded in unjustified
beliefs, but as I will not pursue any applications for this view in Section 4, I will not discuss
this possibility.

12See Sosa, (1980a), p. 14. Italics are my own.
13Ibid, p. 17. Italics are my own.
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extends to Infinitism, as can be seen in the following, even earlier passage from
I.T. Oakley:

Few seem to have held the view that a belief might be justified in virtue
of its membership in an infinite series of beliefs, each depending on its
successors14

Oakley characterizes Infinitism using both the language of dependence as well
as ‘in virtue of,’ making it clear that he takes Infinitism to be making some sort
of dependence claim, that the justification for a belief always depends on the
justification of the previous belief in the infinite series. Thus, all the responses
to skepticism regarding the regress problem can be understood in terms of a
dependence relation.

So we have dependence, but do we have grounding? Grounding theorists most
often identify instances of grounding through the use of several natural lan-
guage locutions, including ‘because,’ ‘makes the case,’ ‘in virtue of,’ and ‘de-
pends.’15 Focusing our attention on Foundationalism then, if the grounding
thesis is correct, we can formulate the second clause of Sosa’s formulation of
Foundationalism in all of the following ways:16

(6) A non-basic belief b1 is justified in virtue of being inferred from
justified basic beliefs b2...bn

(7) A non-basic belief b1 is justified because b1 is inferred from justified
basic beliefs b2...bn

(8) A non-basic belief b1’s being inferred from justified basic beliefs b2...bn

makes it the case that b1 is justified
(9) A non-basic belief b1 depends for its justification on being inferred
from justified basic beliefs b2...bn

(10) The fact a non-basic belief b1 is justified W the fact that b1 is inferred
from justified basic beliefs b2...bn

(6)-(9) all seem to get Foundationalism right. Just as for Sosa and Oakley, these
ways of speaking come naturally when discussing the regress problem. Founda-
tionalists hold that justified non-basic beliefs depend for their justification on
the justification of basic beliefs. In this limited sense, Foundationalists can sign
on for Justification Transfer – non-basic beliefs inherit their justification from

14See Oakley (1976), p. 226. Italics are my own.
15For example, see Correia and Schnieder (2012), p. 1; Fine (2012), p. 37, Raven (2015a),

p. 322; Rosen (2010), p. 109; and Schaffer (2009), p. 375.
16Even though our discussion will be framed primarily in terms of Foundationalism, the

same considerations and styles of argument can be extended to Coherentism and Infinitism.
As Sosa and Oakley have shown, these positions can also be formulated in terms of ‘in virtue
of’ and dependence talk as well. They are far from the only authors to employ this way of
speaking. Dependence talk captured by ‘because,’ ‘depends,’ and ‘in virtue of’ is employed
generously throughout discussions surrounding the regress problem. See, for example, Gillett
(2003), p. 712; Klein (2003), p. 723, (2005), p. 277, and (2011), p. 250; and Sosa (1980b).
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basic beliefs. The question I’ll be interested in then is what relation brokers this
inheritance of justification.

My positive thesis then is that the inheritance that occurs in Justification Trans-
fer is best explained by (10), that the link between justified beliefs in the regress
is an instance of grounding. The best way to understand the thesis is by com-
paring it to the positing of grounding relations across philosophy. The central
issue in formulating physicalism is how to understand the dependence relation,
call it the physicalist relation, that links the mental and the physical. As al-
ready mentioned, the most recent attempt at capturing physicalism has been to
identify the physicalist relation as a grounding relation.17 Similarly, the truth-
making relation has received many treatments, being interpreted as an instance
of the necessitation and supervenience relations, before receiving an interpreta-
tion on which truthmaking is an instance of grounding.18 My hope is to expand
the purview of grounding to the regress relation – just as there are those who
take the physicalist and the truthmaking relations to be instances of grounding,
I will be defending that the relation in the justification regress is a grounding
relation.

2 Basing, Grounding, and ‘Grounds’ in Epistemology

2.1 Basing is Not Grounding

Even though (6)-(9) provide accurate characterizations of Foundationalism, this
is not enough to conclude (10), that what is at issue in the regress argument is
a grounding relation. There are a number of other notions, after all, that can
be picked out by the grounding theorists pet phrases. One such notion is the
basing relation. Suppose, for example, that I based my belief that Joe ate all
the cookies on the fact that he was the last person in the kitchen. The idea can
easily be expressed using ‘because’:

(11) Joe ate all the cookies because he was the last person in the kitchen

Perhaps then what is at issue with formulations of Foundationalism is the bas-
ing relation. This is not implausible – if I infer a non-basic belief from a basic
belief, then I am basing my non-basic belief on a basic belief. Foundationalism

17For proponents of supervenience physicalism, see Davidson, (1970) and Kim (1982). Those
who advocate grounding physicalism include Dasgupta (2014b), p. 557, Schaffer (2009), p.
364, and Rosen (2010), p. 111-112.

18Lewis (2001) advocates a supervenience account of truthmaking, as there cannot be a
difference in the truths at a world without there also being a corresponding difference in the
way those worlds are. For a paradigmatic case of truthmaker necessitarianism, see Armstrong
(2004). Supporters of a grounding account of truthmaking include Liggins (2012), Rodriquez-
Pereyra (2005), and Schaffer (2008a), pp. 10-18, (2008b), pp. 309-312, and (2010b), pp.
309-311. This is not to say that advocates of truthmaking as grounding deny truthmaker
necessitarianism – after all, grounds are thought to necessitate their groundees. Thus the
rejection of bare truthmaker necessitarianism is due to its not saying enough, just as super-
venience physicalism does not go far enough in characterizing the dependence of the mental
on the physical.
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could then be described in terms of basing, and no reference to grounding would
be required.

If it is correct that basing can factor in the regress, one way to defend the
thought that grounding is involved in the regress would be to argue that the
basing relation is an instance of grounding. This proposal naturally flows from
the recognition that many relationships that were once thought to be modal
are now taken to be paradigmatic instances of grounding. Truthmaking has
often been characterized in terms of necessitation, but recent developments now
take truthmaking to be an instance of grounding. Similarly, the modal account
of essence has recently been challenged by the thought that modal truths are
instead grounded by essential truths.19 A similar progression might be tempt-
ing for the basing relation. To the extent that counterfactual accounts of the
basing relation are unsatisfactory,20 then perhaps it will also be superseded by
a grounding account of basing.

Lending credibility to a grounding take on basing is the fact that ‘grounds’ in
epistemology is often used precisely in a basing role. Many philosophers use
‘grounds’ as simply synonymous with ‘reasons for which a person believes,’ as
in the following passages:

Roger White – “In deliberating myself about whether to believe p, in
seeking an answer to the question of whether p, I will naturally consider
what reasons or grounds I have to suppose that p.” 21

Robert Audi – “Reasons for believing something are one or another
kind of ground for believing it.”22

Conor McHugh – “If KK is true, to know p, you must first have positive
grounds to believe not only that p, but also that you have warrant to
believe p.”23

In all of these examples, ‘grounds’ is used to pick out the reasons that one takes
as supporting their belief, the reasons on which they base that belief. Fur-
thermore, just as with metaphysical grounding, where grounds give rise to the

19The grounding account of essence is endorsed by Fine (1994, 1995a, and 1995b) and Lowe
(2006, 2007, 2008, and 2011).

20There are both worries about counterexamples, see Tolliver (1982), and that Swain’s
account cannot solve the Gypsy Lawyer-type cases for which it was originally constructed, see
Kvanvig (1985), pp. 154-158 and Lehrer (1990), pp. 169-170. Two analyses of basing that
take ‘in virtue of’ considerations into account are that of Schlosser (2007) and Wedgwood
(2007), with Schlosser claiming that basing is a causal chain that occurs in virtue of belief
content and Wedgwood defends the view that the causal chain occurs in virtue of epistemic
support.

21See White (2010), p. 1.
22See Audi (1998).
23See McHugh (2010), pp. 232-233. These are far from isolated incidences. Examples of

similar usage abound, including Cohen (2000), p. 13; McCormick (2011), p. 125; and Moon
(2013), p. 2724.
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entities that they ground, the grounds spoken of by epistemologists generate the
beliefs that one holds. There are thus a number of reasons to take the basing
relation to be grounding.

Unfortunately the seemingly plausible thought that basing is grounding runs
into serious difficulties. Metaphysical grounds are transitive, so if we suppose
(1) and (4), then it is also the case that the fact that snow is green or lying is
wrong W the fact that lies in general produce worse consequences than truth-
telling.24 The basing ‘because,’ however, is not transitive over the grounding
‘because.’ Take Jane who believes that James’s lie was wrong because she also
believes that lying is wrong, an instance of the basing relation. If basing is
grounding, by (4) and transitivity, we get that Jane believes that James’s lie
was wrong because lies in general produce worse consequences than truth-telling.
But this isn’t right – Jane could very well believe that lies are wrong because
they mislead the hearer, or because lies fail to respect others, or any other rea-
son offered by normative theorists. Given that grounding is transitive but does
not chain with basing, it would thus be a mistake to take basing as grounding.

There are other reasons to think that basing is not a grounding relation. To
begin with, most theorists hold that grounding holds between two facts, whereas
basing has belief as one relata.25 Basing takes Jane’s beliefs and connects it
to other beliefs and experiences, making basing unsuited as a connective glue
between two facts. Another way basing differs from grounding is that evidential
support can proceed in both directions across a grounding relation. Take (5),
the determinate-determinable link between blue and navy. Learning that a
shirt is navy is a good reason (indeed, a necessitating reason) for believing that
the shirt is blue. This is in step with the original directionality inherent to
the grounding link between determinates and determinables. But evidential
support can also run the other way. Learning that a shirt is blue is a reason
to think it is navy, as it makes it more likely that the shirt is navy given
that hues of red and green are ruled out. Likewise, it makes sense to say that
Jane believes that the shirt is navy because it is blue, just as it’s possible
that Jane believes the shirt is blue because it is navy.26 Finally, basing is

24Supporters of transitivity include Bolzano (1837, section 213), Correia (2010), Fine
(2012a), Schaffer (2009), and Whitcomb (2011). Rosen (2010) is more cautious, saying “[t]he
grounding relation is not obviously transitive,” (p. 116) yet ends up adopting transitivity
into the logic of ground. Both Schaffer (2012) and Tahko (2013) offer what they take to be
counterexamples to transitivity – for responses, see Javier-Castellanos (2014), Litland (2013),
and Raven (2013).

25Audi (2012a and 2012b), Dasgupta (2014a), and Rosen (2010) all stump for view that
grounding holds between facts. Jonathan Schaffer wants to leave it open that “entities of
arbitrary ontological category may flank the grounding sign” and treats substances and modes
as possible grounding relata, while Carrie Jenkins (2011) and Ross Cameron (2008) entertain
the possibility that grounding relations might hold between facts, objects, and states of affairs.

26An even more straightforward reason that the basing relation can run in both directions
across a dependence relation is that we can have irrational beliefs. I can potentially base
my beliefs on reasons that in no way support them, so basing is not constrained by the
directionality of the underlying dependence relations. In my blue and navy example, I have
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not grounding because metaphysical grounds necessitate the grounded, whereas
epistemological grounds do not. Necessarily, if a shirt is navy, then the shirt
is blue.27 Reasons, however, never necessitate that someone holds a particular
belief. Beliefs, after all, can always be irrational, so even if I have overwhelming
reason to think that the shirt is blue – I know that the shirt is navy and that
navy is a hue of blue – this does not necessitate that I believe that the shirt is
blue.

2.2 Basing Does Not Generate the Regress

Because grounding is not identical to basing, those that want to defend that
grounding generates the regress will also have to argue that basing is not what
generates the regress. One way to get this result is to see that the Foundational-
ist position is not a claim about reasons for belief. When saying that non-basic
beliefs are justified because they are inferred from basic beliefs, Foundation-
alists are not claiming that we should base our belief that there are justified
non-basic beliefs on the thought that there are justified basic beliefs, or that we
should believe the latter because of the former. The Foundationalist is claim-
ing something different, that the justified depend for their justification on their
justification-makers.

Another way to argue that basing does not generate the regress problem is
because basing does not always transmit justification. If basing transmits jus-
tification from b2 to b1, it would not be possible to have irrational beliefs that
were based on justified beliefs. It is possible though that b1 can be based on a
justified b2 without inheriting justification from b2. Instead, something needs to
be added to basing in order to secure that b1 is justified. In this vein, the right
way to think about basing is that it is one of the ingredients in the grounds
of justified non-basic beliefs, not the relation itself between justification-makers
and the justified. Recall the formulation of the Foundationalist position in (6),
that a non-basic belief is justified in virtue of being inferred from justified basic
beliefs. Part of what grounds justified non-basic beliefs is that they are inferred
from the basic, a way of appropriately basing one belief on another. The fact
that appropriate basing obtains then is part of the grounds themselves, allowing
us to reformulate (6) as (12):

(12) A non-basic belief b1 is justified in virtue of being appropriately
based on justified basic beliefs b2...bn

Basing then is not the ‘in virtue of’ relation that connects the justification of
basic and non-basic beliefs, but part of the full grounds for justified non-basic
beliefs.
employed an example in which it might be rational to base one’s beliefs in both directions,
but rationality is hardly a requirement for basing to obtain.

27Those who endorse grounding necessitarianism (or principles that entail it) include Audi
(2012a and 2012b), Barker (2012), Bennett (2011), Correia (2005), deRosset (2010 and 2013),
Dasgupta (2014a), Fine (2012a), Rosen (2010), Trogdon (2013a and 2013b), and Witmer et.
al. (2005).
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3 The Transitivity Argument

Now that we have done the necessary ground clearing, distinguishing between
basing, epistemic grounds, and metaphysical grounds, we can now make the
positive argument that the epistemic regress relation is an instance of meta-
physical grounding. Grounding is transitive, and thus the relata of the regress
relation should be transitive across other clear instances of grounding. Ground-
ing theorists are unanimous in taking grounding to relate the normative and
the non-normative, and so one way to make the positive case for the regress
relation being an instance of grounding is to show that it can chain with the
grounding relationship between the natural and the normative. In this section,
I do precisely that, exploiting the normative-non-normative connection between
justified basic beliefs and their justification makers to show that the regress re-
lation is transitive with grounding.

One of the most prominent instances of grounding is the connection between the
natural and the normative. Though it has long been held that moral properties
supervene on the natural, a position held as early as Sidgwick (1907), Moore
(1922), and Ross (1930), it became clear even before grounding was explicitly
on the scene that supervenience was not completely adequate for describing the
link between natural properties and moral properties.28 Consider, for example,
the following passage from Jonathan Dancy (1981) contrasting supervenience
and his “resultance” dependence relation:

“Only resultance provides a genuine sense in which the non-moral prop-
erties fix the moral properties: Supervenience only tells us that once they
are fixed, they cannot change without a change in the non-moral prop-
erties and that if all those properties recur in another action they would
‘fix’ the same moral property.”29

Here Dancy emphasizes the point that, though supervenience can characterize
how one set of properties might ebb and flow alongside another set of properties,
this does not yet specify that the first set fixes the second. Supervenience is not
the glue that holds together the natural and the normative – it just results from
the relation that does. Dancy thus also points out that “supervenience is not
really a relation between the moral and the non-moral properties of an action,
but is...a consequence of whatever relation holds in the particular case between
moral and non-moral properties.”30

Grounding theorists take Dancy’s point, arguing that grounding is the resultance
relation that makes it the case that supervenience holds between the moral and

28Those who have claimed that the normative supervenes on the natural include Hare (1952),
pp. 80-81 and 131; Sidgwick (1907), p. 209 and 379; Moore (1922), p. 261; and Ross (1930),
p. 109, 120, and 122-23. Though the term ‘supervenience’ was only first used with its current
sense in Hare, Hare (1984), p. 1, says that the term was already in use in philosophical circles
in the 1940s.

29See Dancy (1981), p. 381.
30Ibid, p. 381.
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the non-moral. It is widely held that the relationship between the natural and
the normative is a paradigmatic instance of grounding, and so this will be the
first premise of the Transitivity Argument:31

(13) Normative-Non-Normative– Normative properties are (at least
partially) grounded in non-normative properties32

One example of (13) is our earlier grounding example (4), the rule consequen-
tialist claim that the wrongness of lying is grounded in the outcomes to which
lying typically leads. Here we get a specific example of how such grounding
might obtain. Even if rule consequentialism is incorrect, accounts of right ac-
tion will be constrained by (13) in that fixing the non-normative properties will
then fix the normative properties.

The Normative-Non-Normative link extends past moral normativity to include
epistemic normativity as well. An important component of the Foundationalist
program is not just to argue that there are justified basic beliefs, but also to offer
an account of how they are justified. To this end, Foundationalists offer many
candidate natural properties on which the justification of basic beliefs is thought
to supervene.33 A short survey of some of the possibilities includes the following:

A basic belief b is justified due to its

• being incorrigible34

• being self-evident35

31I do not have the space to argue for this premise here except to note that it is widely
endorsed by advocates of grounding. This view is endorsed by Berker (2017); Correia (2010),
p. 251; Correia and Schnieder (2012), p. 1; Fine (2012), p. 37; Dasgupta (2014a), pp. 1-2;
and Schaffer (2016), p. 54. For arguments that the relation that links the normative to the
natural is grounding, see Berker (2017); DePaul (1987), pp. 433-434; and Dancy (1981), pp.
380-382.

32This is a partial grounding claim because we will also need some principles that link the
natural and the normative, “laws of metaphysics” for the normative domain. To go back to
an earlier example, suppose that the wrongness of lying is grounded in the fact that lying
typically has poor consequences. In order for this to be correct, it will also have to be the
case that right action is related to general consequences in a certain way. I’ll remain agnostic
about whether this further bridge principle will itself be part of the grounds of the fact that
lying is wrong, but if it is, then the Normative-Non-Normative link only describes a partial
grounds of normative truths.

33Sosa (1980a), p. 15, accepts the supervenience of the normative on the non-normative in
epistemology.

34See DesCartes’s First Meditation. Others that have taken up the banner of indubitability
include McGrew (1995 and 1998).

35This is Thomas Reid’s view, as he calls foundational beliefs “first principles, principles
of common sense, common notions, [or] self-evident truths” (The Works of Thomas Reid, p.
452.) A worry might arise for self-evidence in that it might be thought to already be some
sort of normative property. After all, many foundationalists slide between talk of a belief’s
being self-evident and it being self-justifying, and the latter property is obviously normative.
Even if it is true that in some cases self-evidence ends up being a normative property, this
does not seem to be the case for Reid. On Reid’s view, self-evident propositions are those that
are believed when one has functioning cognitive faculties and is free from prejudice: “Self-
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• being produced by direct acquaintance36

• being produced by a reliable process37

• being the content of a seeming38

All of these proposals attempt to explain why basic beliefs are justified.39 They
do so by offering a non-normative property on which immediate justification
is thought to supervene – DesCartes stumps for incorrigibility, Reid for self-
evidence, and Russell for direct acquaintance.

If grounding theorists are correct about the Normative-Non-Normative link,
then the supervenience in question with justified basic beliefs is secured because
these non-normative properties ground the normative fact that b is justified.
Given (13), we can generate grounding claims that propose to explain how
it is that basic beliefs are justified. For example, DesCartes’s claim can be
understood as (14):

(14) S’s basic belief b2 is justified W b2 is incorrigible

Assuming Cartesian Foundationalism is correct, (14) captures how it is that
basic beliefs are justified, taking their justification to be grounded in the fact
that they are incorrigible. From (14), we can then make the grounding claim in
(15), going from purely non-normative grounds to a normative groundee:

(15) S’s non-basic belief b1 is inferred from a justified basic belief b2 W
b1 is inferred from the incorrigible basic belief b2

If the relation that generates the regress is a grounding, then by the transitivity
of grounding, it should be possible to chain (7) with (15). Recall that the
Foundationalist claim was the following:

(7) S’s non-basic belief b1 is justified because b1 is inferred from the
justified basic belief b2

If (7) actually is an instance of grounding, then its relata should be transitive
across the grounding relation in (15), which we can see is the correct prediction
with (16):

evident propositions are those which appear evident to every man of sound understanding
who apprehends the meaning of them distinctly, and attends to them without prejudice”(p.
282).

36This view is due to Russell (1910-11 and 1913) and is taken up by Fumerton (1995).
37The original proposal is due to Goldman (1979), important elements of which live on in

Sosa’s (2007) virtue reliabilism.
38See Huemer (2001), p. 99.
39Not all of the accounts apply solely to basic beliefs. Process reliabilism, for example,

is supposed to be a fully general account of how beliefs are justified, and thus applies to
both inferential and non-inferential believings. Inference might function as one such reliable
process, but it is merely one way in which beliefs are justified where those ways are determined
by what ways of believing are reliable.
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(16) S’s non-basic belief b1 is justified W b1 is inferred from the incorrigible
basic belief b2

Here we have the left-hand side of (7) paired with the right-hand side of (15),
creating a grounding claim that seems intuitively correct. The Foundationalist
claim is thus transitive with an accepted instance of grounding, providing a
positive case that the relation in the regress is grounding.

4 Future Work

If it is correct that the regress problem is a matter of grounding, this is by itself
an interesting discovery. The observation is made more intriguing though by its
possible upshots both for proposed solutions to the regress problem and theo-
rizing about grounding. One way of exploring the connection would just be to
read results off of the grounding literature onto solutions for the regress prob-
lem. It might be, for instance, that if we assume certain characteristics of the
grounding relation, infinitism and coherentism are untenable. It could also be
thought that this is the wrong direction to argue – perhaps in generalizing about
the grounding relation, advocates of grounding have not extended their list to
a wide enough range of examples. If the regress problem is taken into account,
then the independent plausibility of infinitism and coherentism might suggest
that what needs to be revised is our understanding of grounding. Either way,
the upshot of realizing that the regress problem is a grounding problem is that it
opens new avenues for discussion between epistemologists and metaphysicians.
In what follows, I briefly chart some of implications moving forward.

4.1 Well-Foundedness and Infinitism

The viability of solutions to the regress problem depend on what relation gener-
ates the regress, a point that Klein was privy to even before grounding made an
appearance. In the following response to Carl Gillet, Klein observes that getting
clear about a solution to the regress problem requires getting clear about what
kind of dependence is involved in the chain of justification:

Gillett is relying on our understanding of what “in virtue of” means in
[the regress problem] and, as Aristotle remarked, that phrase is multiply
ambiguous. Aristotle did point out that it is used in the same senses as
“cause.” That isn’t much help, given the many senses of “cause,” but
it does seem that in this context “in virtue of” is, at base, probably a
phrase meant to be roughly synonymous with “because of” and I take the
dependence here to at least involve explanatory dependence.”40

Here we see Klein sorting through some of the very same issues that we have
been considering in this paper. What is the ‘in virtue of’ relation at issue in the

40See Klein (2003), p. 720. Italics in the original. Gillett (2003) anticipates the thesis
of this paper in thinking that questions about the justificatory regress can be answered by
metaphysical considerations, a line of thought also explored by Morganti (2015).
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regress?41 Klein is intent on answering this question as he takes the viability of
his infinitist project to rest on what kind of relation is involved in the regress
problem. Klein continues his discussion, arguing that the regress of justification
does not involve explanatory dependence.42 Thus far we have seen reason to
think that Klein is mistaken – the regress problem is generated by the grounding
relation, and as such, also coincides with an explanatory regress.

We can of course take on the point that Klein was incorrect in thinking that in-
finitism does not involve an explanatory regress while not also thinking that
Klein was right to think that an explanatory regress is problematic for in-
finitism. Once we accept that grounding generates the regress problem, there is
a further question about whether grounds themselves must come to an end or
whether they can reach infinitely downward. This contemporary discussion is
over whether or not grounding is well-founded, that is, whether there are foun-
dational, ungrounded grounds. Some grounding theorists think it obvious that
grounding must be well founded. Schaffer, for instance, takes it that if grounding
were not well-founded, “being would be infinitely deferred, never achieved.”43 It
is not difficult to find many similar statements from critics of infinitism. Henry
Johnstone argues that infinitely deferred justification is no justification at all
saying “X infinitely postponed is not an X.”44 If grounding is well-founded, then
Johnstone is right – infinitism cannot confer justification on beliefs at all.

Not all grounding theorists, however, accept that grounding is well-founded.
Rosen (2010), p. 116, and Raven (2015b) do not take it as obvious that ground-
ing must be well-founded, and Bliss (2013 and 2014), Morganti (2009, 2014, and
2015), and Tahko (2014) argue against it. To the extent that it is not obvious
that chains of grounding must have a foundation, then infinitism cannot sim-
ply be ruled out due to the regress’s connection to grounding. More work will
need to be done then on whether grounding is well-founded in order to discern
whether infinitism is a viable solution to the regress problem.

The way I have been discussing the problem might give the impression that
the only import of the epistemic regress relation being an instance of grounding

41Another suggestive connection – Schaffer (2009) kicks off the grounding literature with
the thought that grounding is central to the Aristotelian conception of metaphysics, a variety
of metaphysics that Klein alludes to with his suggestion to Aristotle’s multiple varieties of
causation. For comparisons between contemporary discussion of grounding and Aristotelian
priority, see Corkum (2016) and Sirkel and Tahko (2014).

42See Klein (2003), pp. 720-722.
43See Schaffer (2010a), p. 62. Those who also support well-foundedness include Bennett

(2011), pp. 30-31, Brzozowski (2008), pp. 199-201, Cameron (2008), and Schaffer (2016), p.
95. For different ways of understanding well-foundedness, see Rabin and Rabern (2016).

44See Johnstone (1996), p. 96. R.J. Hankinson (1995) has a more developed analogy –
“Consider a train of infinite length, in which each carriage moves because the one in front
of it moves. Even supposing that fact is an adequate explanation for the movement of each
carriage, one is tempted to say, in the absence of a locomotive, that one still has no explanation
for the motion of the whole. And that metaphor might aptly be transferred to the case of
justification in general” (p. 189).
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is that grounding theorists can now dictate plausible solutions to the regress.
Even though it is true that the question of grounding’s well-foundedness is
a metaphysical question, the lessons might easily go the other way as well.
To the extent that infinitism is independently plausible as a solution to the
regress, epistemologists could argue that this is a consideration in favor of taking
grounding itself to not be well-founded. If this is right, then my thesis combined
with the plausibility of infinitism is itself an argument against grounding being
well-founded. It is not obvious at the outset which way things should go –
perhaps the lesson is that the prospects of infinitism hang on whether grounding
is well-founded, or maybe the takeaway is that infinitism demonstrates that
grounding is non-well-founded. Either way, the connection between justification
and grounding provides another link in logical space around which infinitists and
grounding advocates must theorize.

4.2 Asymmetry and Coherentism

Even though the jury might still be out on whether grounding is well-founded,
it is nearly unanimously thought that grounding is asymmetrical. A primary
motivation for positing grounding in the first place was that it was capable of
capturing directionality in a way that supervenience cannot. Even though it is
true that the existence of {Socrates} supervenes on the existence of Socrates
and vice versa, it is not also true that the dependence between the two entities
also goes in both directions. {Socrates} exists in virtue of Socrates existing.45

If it is true that the relation in the regress is a grounding relation and that
grounding is asymmetrical, then the same is true in the case of justification-
makers and the things they justify – the dependence between the two goes in
only one direction. This creates trouble, however, for certain understandings
of coherentism, as one characterization of the coherentist position is that jus-
tification proceeds in a circle, that b1 inherits its justification from b2, that b2
inherits its justification from b3, and so on until bn inherits its justification from
b1. Such a structure, however, violates asymmetry. Even though the difficulty
is not as glaring as taking b1 to directly inherit justification from b2 and b2 to
directly inherit justification from b1, a circular ordering is ultimately problem-
atic. Due to the transitivity of grounding, we can straightforwardly generate
the consequence that b1 both inherits justification from and grants justification
to b2.46

Even though circular justification is a popular way of construing coherentism,
45The asymmetry of grounding is endorsed by Audi (2012a and 2012b), Bolzano (1837, vol.

II, sections 168, 177, and 198-222), Fine (2012a), Koslicki (2012), Rosen (2010), and Schaffer
(2009 and 2012). For the argument that the asymmetry of grounding differentiates it from
supervenience, see Berker (2017), p. 5; Leuenberger (2014), p. 228; Raven (2012), p. 690, and
(2013), p. 194; and Schaffer (2009), p. 364. Bliss (2014) discusses whether circular grounding
creates a vicious regress. For possible examples of symmetric ontological dependence, see
Barnes (Forthcoming), Priest (2014) ch. 11, and Rodriguez-Pereyra (2005).

46Berker (2015) notes a similar difficulty with conceiving of coherentism as circular justifi-
cation (p. 333 , fn. 12).
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it is not the only way, or even the most plausible way, to make sense of the
coherentist proposal. Some versions of coherentism are holistic rather than
linear, and so perhaps the lesson that coherentists can learn from grounding
theorists is that structures of holistic support must be conceived in a way that
does not force them to violate asymmetry.47 On the other hand, perhaps there
are strong reasons to think that justification can proceed in a circle. If that
is the case, then perhaps pressure pushes in the other direction and suggests a
revision to how metaphysicians think of grounding itself. If the epistemic regress
relation is an instance of grounding and justification can plausibly be circular,
then coherentism would instead provide a reason to think that metaphysicians
have instead been wrong about the asymmetry of grounding.

47Bonjour (2010), pp. 189, suggests such a move as well due to the difficulties of linear
coherentism. For some distinctions that can help with such a coherentist vision, see Berker
(2015).
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The A Priori Epistemology of Grounding

According to proponents of grounding, the grounding relation is primitive and
unanalyzable, unable to be explained in more basic terms (Fine 2012, Rosen
2010, Schaffer 2009). At the same time, advocates of grounding also hold that
grounding is a fundamental building block of reality, ordering the world from
the most basic facts to the most complex. These twin claims, that grounding
is both structurally fundamental and conceptually primitive, has led to a good
deal of skepticism surrounding grounding. Some have concluded that grounding
talk is simply unintelligible, an enigmatic relation labeled ‘metaphysical expla-
nation’ or ‘ontological priority’ which is ultimately nonsensical.48 Others have
thought that, even if there are grounding facts, such facts must remain for-
ever inaccessible to us, as such facts must remain forever beyond the reach of
our cognitive faculties.49 In order to remove some of the mystery around the
grounding relation, grounding advocates have appealed to an analogy between
grounding and causation. Both grounding and causation are determination rela-
tions that generate their effects via law-like relationships. It is possible to speak
both of partial causes and partial grounds, and both grounding and causation
back explanation. The similarities run so deep that grounding is often referred
to as “metaphysical causation” (Sider 2011, Schaffer 2012, and Wilson 2018).
The hope is that, if grounding is analogous to the more epistemically familiar
relation of causation, then perhaps some of the skepticism about grounding can
be dispelled.

In this paper, I will argue that, despite the similarities between grounding and
causation, the comparison does not make grounding any more epistemically
tractable. When it comes to their epistemology, grounding and causation differ
in ways that only serve to deepen the mystery surrounding grounding. Sara
Bernstein (2016) has challenged the comparison between grounding and cau-
sation, describing a number of divergences between the two relations. After
discussing how grounding and causation differ structurally, Bernstein also ob-
serves that “the grounding literature is still in its early days, but the develop-
ment of the literature will bring with it more revealing dialectical differences
between grounding and causation,” pointing out “the a priori discoverability of
grounding claims versus the a posteriori nature of causal claims” (2016, p. 33).

48Several authors espouse such skepticism: Alex Oliver (1996) thinks demands for meta-
physical explanation can only be understood in terms of conceptual analysis, ontological com-
mitment, or truth-making (p. 50). Thomas Hofweber (2009) takes grounding talk to be the
worst kind of philosophy, esoteric metaphysics, in virtue of “introducing distinctly metaphys-
ical terminology” (p. 267). Christopher Daly (2012) argues that none of the strategies for
clarifying grounding talk can render it intelligible.

49Correia and Fabrice (2012) note this variation of grounding skepticism (p. 30).
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Whereas causal connections are discovered by a posteriori investigation, many
grounding links are known a priori:

(1) Analysis: That Jones is an unmarried male nonfactively grounds
that Jones is a bachelor
(2) Existentials: That there is a molecule in the room nonfactively
grounds that there is an object in the room
(3) Determinate-Determinable: That the shirt is navy nonfactively
grounds that the shirt is blue
(4) Disjunction: That 2 + 2 = 4 nonfactively grounds that 2 + 2 = 4 or
squares are round
(5) Singleton: That Socrates exists nonfactively grounds that {Socrates}
exists50

In contrast to causal relationships, which are almost exclusively discovered
through empirical investigation, all of (1)-(5) are knowable a priori – know-
able independent of experience.51 When it comes to their epistemology, then,
the resemblance between grounding and causation breaks down. Not only do
grounding and causation have a number of structural dissimilarites, as Bern-
stein has pointed out, but they differ epistemically as well.52

Instead of focusing on the a priori and the a posteriori, the grounding advocate
might instead attempt to draw a broader epistemic comparison between ground-
ing and causation. The story goes something like this: Causal relationships are
discovered by varying potential causes and observing the effects. Just like cau-
sation, perhaps grounding relationships can be discovered by varying potential
grounds and observing the groundees. Now, Bernstein is right to point out that
the first of these is an a posteriori discovery process while the latter is a pri-
ori, but to focus on these details is to miss the broader connection between the
epistemology of causation and the epistemology of grounding.

The difficulty with this proposal is that, while theoretically appealing, it cannot
account for all of the grounding knowledge that we have. One issue it that, if
the grounds is a necessary truth like in (4), there will be no worlds in which

50Note that all of these are examples of nonfactive grounding. Even though we can know a
priori that Socrates nonfactively grounds {Socrates}, factive grounding requires knowledge of
Socrates’s actual existence. For more on the distinction between the material and the formal
components of grounding, see Section 1.

51There is some debate as to what precisely it means to say that a priori knowledge is
obtained “without the aid of experience.” Even though experience is often needed to acquire
the concepts that factor in sentences used to express a priori propositions, such propositions
do not require any sort of empirical information to justify believing them.

52This is not to deny that there are also a posteriori grounding facts, as some grounding
claims require empirical discoveries. The fact that water boils at one hundred degrees Celsius
is grounded in a combination of water’s microphysical identity and the laws, where both are
arrived at through scientific investigation. There may also be cases of a priori causation – see
Sober (2011), Elgin and Sober (2014), and Bradley (2017).
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the grounds is false. Since there is no world in which 2 + 2 6= 4, we will not
be able to see which groundees fail to obtain when 2 + 2 = 4 is false. Another
difficulty occurs with contingent co-extensive facts like (5), that the existence
of {Socrates} is grounded in the existence of Socrates. Both of these facts ne-
cessitate the other, and thus there is no world in which the former fact obtains
while the latter does not. How, then, do we come to learn that the existence of
Socrates is more fundamental than the existence of his singleton? Due to con-
siderations like these, comparisons between grounding and causation will not
make grounding knowledge any less mysterious.

If grounding knowledge cannot be explained analogously to causal knowledge,
then how should we explain our grasp of the grounding truths? A popular
strategy concerning a priori knowledge is rationalism, the view that there are
certain truths that we directly grasp by use of an extraordinary rational faculty.
Pivoting to rationalism, however, does nothing for the defender of grounding,
as rationalism does nothing to dispel the mystery of grounding knowledge. An-
other option for making knowledge of grounding more palatable is conceptual-
ism. According to Christopher Peacocke and other conceptualists, simply by
grasping the concepts involved in a priori propositions, we can come to know
their truth.53 Perhaps, then, conceptualism about a priori grounding knowledge
can offer hope of removing some the mystery from cases of a priori grounding.

Regardless of how successful conceptualists have been in making other sorts of
a priori knowledge more tractable, they will also have to provide an approach
that can make sense of our knowledge of grounding, a task that, as I will show,
poses unique challenges to conceptualism. The paper will proceed as follows: In
Section 1, I summarize the orthodoxy about grounding, including its necessity,
asymmetry, transitivity, and non-monotonicity, providing a list of characteris-
tics for which grounding epistemology must account. I then articulate a form
of conceptualism about grounding knowledge suggested by David Chalmers in
Sections 2-4, showing that this conceptualist view cannot account for all the
a priori grounding truths there are in Section 5. In particular, conceptualism
has difficult accounting for our grasp of the grounding relationship between de-
terminables and their determinates. I then offer a diagnosis of why grounding
knowledge presents a unique challenge for conceptualists, as our understanding
of concepts does not correspond to the direction of grounding claims. I con-
clude by arguing that, since rationalism provides the best hope of explaining
grounding knowledge, grounding must remain mysterious for the skeptic.

53See Bealer (1996), p. 2 and Peacocke (2000), pp. 256-257 and (2005), p. 755. Such
conceptualism about the a priori has been applied to domains ranging from logic, to math-
ematics, to modality, with the conceptualist program best embodied in the works of Bealer
(1996 and 1999) and Peacocke (1992, 1999, 2000, and 2005). Other authors that have also
employed varieties of conceptualism in various domains include Boghossian (2003a) on logic
and Jenkins (2008) on mathematics.
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1 Characteristics of Grounding

Despite the fact that grounding cannot be analyzed, much work has been done
on its features and its logic, work that will be reiterated here only insofar as it
is relevant to the subsequent discussion of the epistemology of grounding. The
first fact about grounding that places constraints on its epistemology is the fact
that grounds necessitate their groundees.54 That Jones is a unmarried male
necessitates that Jones is an bachelor, and so grounding facts coincide with
necessary conditionals. Where Γ is a set of facts, Γ grounds a fact α only if,
necessarily, if Γ, then α.55

Even though grounding truths can be paired with necessary conditionals, not
all such conditionals have corresponding grounding facts. For example, it is
true that, necessarily, if Jones is an unmarried male, then 2 + 2 = 4. Even
though this is a necessary truth due to the necessity of mathematical truths,
there is no grounding relationship that obtains between the consequent and
the antecedent. Grounding relationships require not only necessity but also a
structural connection, that one fact makes another fact the case. This structural
connection is asymmetrical – even though the fact that Jones is a bachelor is
grounded in the fact that he is an unmarried male, the inverse is false.56 Thus,
our understanding of grounding makes reference to both its necessity and its
directional, structural connection:

Grounding – Γ grounds α if and only if, necessarily, if Γ then α, and α
obtains in virtue of Γ57

Because it is part of the orthodox view that grounding is primitive and thus
does not admit of analysis, this account of grounding should be taken as an
explication of the notion of grounding rather than a reductive definition. What
Grounding makes clear is that grounding is not just a necessary relation but

54Those who endorse grounding necessitarianism (or principles that entail it) include Audi
(2012a and 2012b), Barker (2012), Bennett (2011), Correia (2005), deRosset (2010 and 2013),
Dasgupta (2014a), Fine (2012a), Rosen (2010), Trogdon (2013a and 2013b), and Witmer et.
al. (2005).

55Even though necessitarianism is the orthodox view of grounding, it is not held unan-
imously. For objections to grounding necessitarianism, see Bricker (2006), Dancy (2004),
Leuenberger (2014), Schaffer (2010), Schnieder (2006), and Skiles (2015). For responses, see
Trogdon (2013a). I do not have the space here to defend the orthodox view of grounding
against objections, so I will proceed as if the standard picture, including necessitarianism,
gets grounding right. The question I will be examining is how to account for the epistemol-
ogy of a non-revisionist notion of ground. Necessitarianism is accepted by the vast majority
of those working on grounding, and so we will take on this assumption for our account of
grounding’s epistemology.

56The asymmetry of grounding is endorsed by Audi (2012a and 2012b), Bolzano (1837, vol.
II, sections 168, 177, and 198-222), Fine (2012a), Koslicki (2012), Rosen (2010), and Schaffer
(2009 and 2012). Bliss (2014) discusses whether circular grounding, a situation that makes
it possible that both Γ grounds α and α grounds Γ, creates a vicious regress. For possible
examples of symmetric ontological dependence, see Barnes (Forthcoming), Priest (2014, Ch.
11), and Rodriguez-Pereyra (2005).

57This formulation is identical to that of Fine (2012a).
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is also asymmetrical. Therefore, the epistemology of grounding must explain
not just how we grasp grounding’s necessitation but also how we latch onto the
unbalanced directional nature of grounding claims.

Is grounding a worldly relation, or is it something else? Kit Fine puts forward
the view that grounding is best thought of as a sentential operator.58 A senten-
tial operator, however, seems ill-suited for some of the work to which ground-
ing is often put. Grounding claims are thought to portray the very structure
of reality, work that cannot be accomplished merely by the operationalist ap-
proach. For example, grounding is thought to play a central role in explanation
in that grounding claims can issue in metaphysical explanations.59 In order for
grounding claims to coincide with explanations, however, they must latch onto
something worldly, as explanations require backing by dependence relations.60

If grounding claims are going to issue in explanations then, they must reflect
a worldly dependence relation. Sentential operators, however, do not always
yield worldly relations. The logical ‘or’ is also a sentential operator, but that
is insufficient grounds to generate a worldly relation of disjunction. Thus, for
grounding to play the part that its conceptual roles pick out, structuring the
world from the fundamental to the derivative and enabling explanation, it must
be more than a sentential connective.61

If grounding is understood as a relation, a question arises as to precisely what the
relata are over which grounding imposes an ordering. The most popular view is
that grounding relates facts, with the minority position that grounding relates
numerous types of entities.62 Jonathan Schaffer wants to leave it open that
“entities of arbitrary ontological category may flank the grounding sign” and
treats substances and modes as possible grounding relata, while Carrie Jenkins
and Ross Cameron entertain the possibility that grounding relations might hold
between facts, objects, and states of affairs.63 Despite this dissent, there is good

58See Fine (2012a and 2012b). Fine (2012a, p. 47) notes that this view has the advantage
that, if one takes the view that molecule x is water and that molecule x is H2O are the same
proposition or fact, then on the sentential operator view one can still maintain that molecule
x is water because it is H2O. Correia (2010) favors an operational approach as well, but only
because this allows ontological neutrality in a discussion of ground (p. 254).

59Some take it that grounding is an explanatory relation, others that it backs such expla-
nations. Those who take the former view include Dasgupta (2014a), Fine (2012a), Litland
(2013), Raven (2012), and Rosen (2010) while those who endorse the latter view include Audi
(2012b), Correia and Schnieder (2012), Koslicki (2012), Schaffer (2012), and Trogdon (2013b).
All we need for our purposes is that grounding claims coincide with explanations, something
to which both parties to the disagreement assent.

60Kim (1994) and Ruben (1990) take the view that explanations are backed by worldly
relations, and Trogdon (2012b) and Rodriguez-Pereyra (2005) then put this point to use in
arguing that grounding is in fact a relation as opposed to a sentential connective.

61Those that endorse the relation view include Audi (2012a and 2012b), Bolzano (1837,
Vol. II, section 168), Cameron (2008), Dasgupta (2014), Jenkins (2011), Rodriquez-Pereyra
(2005), Rosen (2010), Schaffer (2009b), and Trogdon (2013b).

62Audi (2012a and 2012b), Dasgupta (2014), and Rosen (2010) all stump for the facts view.
63See Cameron (2008), Jenkins (2011), and Schaffer (2009). Schaffer (2010) also treats it as

a possibility that substances and modes can be related by grounding. In Bernard Bolzano’s
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reason to think that grounding should be restricted to holding between facts.
Because grounding claims coincide with explanations, this places limitations on
its relata – not all ontological categories can factor in explanations. It will not
do, for instance, to cite an entity either as explanans or explanandum. The
table itself is not explained by there being table parts arranged table-wise; it is
the existence of the table that is so explained. Socrates himself does not explain
the existence of singleton Socrates; it is the fact that Socrates exists that does
so.64 Taking entities other than facts to be related by grounding thus subverts
grounding’s essential connection to explanation. What does explain are facts,
and therefore we should take facts to be the relata of grounding.

Because facts are the relata of grounding, many cases of grounding knowledge
will be a posteriori. Consider again Socrates and his singleton. We can only
know that the existence of Socrates grounds the existence of {Socrates} if we
know that Socrates exists, and whether or not Socrates exists is an a posteriori
matter. Thus, it is best to think of grounding facts as composed of a formal
and a material component. The formal element of grounding claims, the part
that can often be known a priori, is the structuring principle that links facts.
We know that, if Socrates were to exist, then he would ground the existence
of singleton Socrates. This formal element is known as “nonfactive ground.”65

Thus, (1)-(5) only make reference to nonfactive ground, since it is often only
this structuring principle that can be grasped a priori. The material portion of
grounding claims, then, is whether or not the facts related by grounding actually
obtain. The fact that Socrates exists, then, is a material element of the claim
that < The existence of Socrates grounds the existence of {Socrates} >. What
the epistemology of grounding needs to explain, then, is how we know instances
of nonfactive grounding a priori.

A couple other characteristics of grounding that we want our accounts to capture
are transitivity and nonmonotinicity. Grounds are transitive – if Γ grounds α,
and α grounds β, then Γ grounds β. Because the fact that the shirt is navy
grounds the fact that it is blue and the fact that the shirt is blue grounds the
fact that the shirt is colored, it is also the case that the fact that the shirt is navy
early work (1810), he also allowed that grounds and groundees could be a variety of ontological
types though this may have been a result of his running together a number of relations as
one, including causation, metaphysical dependence, and truth-making. In his mature work,
however, when he had distinguished between causation and grounding, Bolzano took the
orthodox position in only allowing truths as the relata of grounding. For a full account of the
evolution of Bolzano’s views on this issue, see Correia and Schnieder (2012), Schnieder (2014),
and Tatzel (2002). One response that Trogdon (2013b) suggests for the defender of the facts
view is to differentiate between the specific relation of grounding, which holds only between
facts, and ontological dependence generally, which can trade in other sorts of ontological types
beyond just facts, a route taken by Koslicki (2012).

64This argument is put forward in Bennett (2017), p. 58, Raven (2015), p. 327, and Sider
(2012), ch. 8.

65See Fine (2012) and Litland (2017). Thank you to Michael Raven for pointing out that
nonfactive grounding claims are the ones that are known a priori
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grounds the fact that the shirt is colored.66 These metaphysical explanations
are also non-monotonic. Unlike entailment relations, arbitrary strengthening of
the grounds does not preserve the grounding link. Even though it is the case
that the fact that Jones is an unmarried male grounds the fact that Jones is a
bachelor, it is not also true that the fact that Jones is an unmarried male and
that 2 + 2 = 4 grounds the fact that Jones is a bachelor.67 The transitivity
and non-monotonicity of grounding again make sense when seen in light of
grounding’s relationship with explanation. Explanation is also transitive – that
the shirt is navy can explain both that the shirt is blue and that the shirt is
colored – and non-monotonic – that Jones is an unmarried male explains why
he is a bachelor, but that Jones is an unmarried male and 2 + 2 = 4 does not
so explain.68

2 The Epistemology of Grounding

2.1 Rationalism

Now that we have done the necessary ground clearing, we can elucidate some
potential views on the epistemology of grounding. The characteristics of ground-
ing set the agenda for this exploration – in giving an account of how we know
a priori grounding claims, we must also explain how we grasp their necessity,
directionality, non-monotinicity, and transitivity, and how this is possible a pri-
ori.69 An obvious place to start our search is with traditional rationalism, a
view that has long been appealed to concerning a priori knowledge:

Grounding Rationalism – Our knowledge of grounding claims is based
on directly grasping grounding truths

66Supporters of transitivity include Bolzano (1837, section 213), Correia (2010), Fine
(2012a), Schaffer (2009), and Whitcomb (2011). Rosen (2010) is more cautious, saying “[t]he
grounding relation is not obviously transitive,” yet ends up adopting transitivity into the logic
of ground. Both Schaffer (2012) and Tahko (2013) offer what they take to be counterexam-
ples to transitivity – for responses, see Javier-Castellanos (2014), Litland (2013), and Raven
(2013).

67Those who reject monotonicity for grounding include Audi (2012a and 2012b), Dasgupta
(2014a), Raven (2013 and 2015), and Rosen (2010).

68Rosen (2010) makes this same point regarding the non-monotonicity of explanation and
grounding (pp. 116-117). Schnieder (2011) tentatively allows that explanation is transitive.
Those that take issue with the transitivity of explanation include Daly (2005), Hesslow (1981),
and Owens (1992). Two sorts of challenges are immediately obvious. On the one hand, even
though causation is an explanation-backing relation, it does not appear to be transitive in
all cases; see, for example, Hall (2000) and Hitchcock (2001). If this is right, then there will
be intransitive causation-backed explanations. On the other hand, pragmatic and epistemic
factors often influence explanation in a way that would not trace the underlying structure of
reality, a point made by Trogdon (2013b). If either of these challenges is right, then explanation
is not transitive after all, so the motivation for the transitivity of grounding will have to be
drawn from elsewhere. For an argument that we should not move from the intransitivity of
causation to the intransitivity of grounding, see Raven (2013).

69Any references to the necessity of grounding should thus be understood as referring to
the fact that grounds necessitate their groundees.
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On Grounding Rationalism, it is no mystery that we come to understand
the features of ground. Once we grasp grounding truths directly, we can then
reason to grounding’s necessity, asymmetry, non-monotonicity, and transitivity.
Grounding Rationalism does leave it quite open as to how exactly we grasp
grounding truths. It could be that this happens immediately and not through
knowledge of any other kind. On this view, we directly grasp that the fact that
Jones is a bachelor is grounded in the fact Jones is an unmarried male. It could
also be that we come to understand grounding truths because we have some more
generally ability, like a faculty for understanding truths of essence, that can then
be used to latch on to grounding truths. On this second option, it could be that
we know some essential truths due to rational intuition and amongst these truths
are knowledge of what grounds what. Thus, we know that being a bachelor is
grounded in being an unmarried male because we have rational insight into
the natures of being a bachelor, being unmarried, and being male. There are
numerous other options for cashing out Grounding Rationalism, but it is not
necessary here that we take a more definitive position. The motivation to do
so might arise if Grounding Rationalism could not account for the a priori
grounding knowledge we in fact have, but it is always open to the rationalist to
claim that we directly grasp such truths, and so such a concern will not arise.

2.2 Conceptualism

A common objection to the traditional rationalist picture is that even though it
is not mysterious how, if we grasp grounding truths we also understand ground-
ing’s characteristics, this does nothing to lessen the mystery as to how we can
grasp grounding truths in the first place. Here the grounding skeptic’s worries
reassert themselves: How can we know that there is a grounding relation if the
relation is just as mysterious as its epistemology? One option that attempts to
avoid the epistemic excesses of traditional rationalism explains a priori knowl-
edge through our knowledge of concepts. Instead of requiring that we immedi-
ately grasp how the world is sans experience, on conceptualism we need only
become competent in exercising concepts in order to acquire a priori insight.
This has been a popular strategy generally in the literature on the epistemology
of the a priori, and so a natural extension is to take conceptual knowledge to
also supply us with a priori knowledge about grounding:

Grounding Conceptualism – Our knowledge of grounding claims is
based on our understanding of the concepts involved in those claims

On Grounding Conceptualism, conceptual understanding enables grounding
knowledge. In virtue of understanding grounding, bachelor, unmarried,
and male,70 I also come to understand that being an unmarried male grounds
being a bachelor. Or at least this is how the story should go. The task then is
this: If someone understands grounding and thus knows its principle features
– necessitation, asymmetry, transitivity, and non-monotinicity – is it possible to

70The capitalized notation here is used to indicate that we are discussing concepts. Ground-
ing can thus be read as “the concept of grounding.”
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know which facts stand in that relation simply by understanding the concepts
involved in those facts? In this paper, we will be exploring whether Grounding
Conceptualism is up to the task. Do conceptualists have the resources to
explain our a priori knowledge of grounding?

3 The Relata of Grounding Claims

A challenge that immediately arises for the conceptualist is that the relata
of grounding and conceptual understanding differ. As previously discussed,
grounding relations are thought to hold between facts. The fact that Jones
is an unmarried male grounds the fact that Jones is a bachelor. Grounding
Conceptualism, however, appeals to conceptual understanding, a relation that
holds between persons and concepts. If I understand what a bachelor is, then I
stand in a certain relation to bachelor. How then do the facts that feature in
grounding claims enter the picture? To bridge the gap between conceptual un-
derstanding and factual knowledge, the conceptualist can argue that conceptual
understanding involves knowledge of conceptual truths. In order to understand
bachelor, a person must know certain conceptual truths about bachelors. For
instance, someone who understands what a bachelor is also knows that all bach-
elors are unmarried males. Without such knowledge, it is clear that they do
not yet understand bachelor, confirming that conceptual understanding is
accompanied by at least some instances of propositional knowledge. Thus, un-
derstanding a concept also involves knowing some conceptual truths about that
concept, opening an avenue for the grounding conceptualist to claim that con-
ceptual understanding is indeed sufficient for grasping the relata of grounding
claims. How far such conceptual knowledge extends is an open question, an
issue we will take up in Section 5, but for now it is sufficient to note that a
knowledge of conceptual truths shows promise for bridging the gap from con-
ceptual understanding to a knowledge of grounding’s relata.71

Introducing conceptual truths into Grounding Conceptualism also allows
conceptualists to explain how we can latch on to the necessity of grounding
claims. As we saw in Section 1, grounds necessitate their groundees, so con-
ceptualists are tasked with explaining how we discern which facts stand in the
necessitation relation appealing only to conceptual understanding. Leaning on
conceptual truths supplies just this resource, as the conceptual truths at issue
in grounding claims are necessary. For example, it holds with necessity that if
a shirt is navy, then that shirt is blue, something that can be discerned simply
by understanding navy and blue. Conceptualists can then claim that, simply
by understanding the concepts involved, we can tell that the fact that a shirt

71As far as views in the literature on understanding are concerned, understanding why
clearly involves propositional knowledge, see Hills (2009), p. 4 and Pritchard (2008), p.
8, with a consensus that objectual understanding does as well, see Gordon (2017), Grimm
(2011), Kvanvig (2003 and 2009), and Pritchard (2007). For those who argue that there can
be instances of understanding that are completely non-factive, see Elgin (2007) and Zagzebski
(2001).
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is navy necessitates the fact that shirt is blue. Because conceptual truths are
needed to account both for the relata of grounding as well as its necessity, we
can begin getting a more precise account of Grounding Conceptualism by
proceeding with (6):

(6) Γ nonfactively grounds α (a priori) if and only if < If Γ, then α > is
a conceptual truth

Because grounds necessitate their groundees, where Γ grounds α, then Γ will
also necessitate α. This necessitation can be discerned from how things are with
the concepts involved – navy is, after all, simply a shade of blue, so we can tell
just by the concepts involved that Γ necessitates α. The conceptualist can claim
that we can discern the necessity of grounding claims because we can also see
the necessity of conceptual truths.72

4 The Asymmetry of Grounding

The grounding conceptualist picture thus far looks something like the follow-
ing: We understand grounding, grasping the necessitation involved with the
concept, and we can tell what facts stand in the necessitation relation when the
facts are related by a conceptual truth. This then explains how we grasp the
first characteristic of grounding just through conceptual understanding. The
asymmetry of grounding claims, however, presents a bit more of a challenge. It
is a conceptual truth that < If Jones is a unmarried male, then he is a bachelor
>, but it is also a conceptual truth that < If Jones is a bachelor, then he is an
unmarried male >. How, then, are we going to get the result that grounding
proceeds in only one direction? One way to to capture the asymmetry is to take
on a suggestion from David Chalmers in Constructing the World. Chalmers
(2012) proposes that “conceptual grounding grounds metaphysical grounding,”
where conceptual grounding is itself a directional relation that holds between
facts. According to Chalmers, one way to understood conceptual grounding is
to say that “one truth is conceptually grounded in other truths when it is ana-
lytically entailed by those truths and those truths are conceptually prior to it”
(2012, p. 452).73 To get the notion of conceptual grounding then, we will need
two things – we will need there to be an analytic entailment between grounds
and groundees, and we will need that the grounds are conceptually prior to the
groundees.

72Strictly speaking, this will not be completely sufficient for explaining our knowledge of
grounding’s necessity. Conceptualists will also have to give a conceptual account of how we
know modal truths, and thus the necessity of conceptual truths, in the first place. The space
to assess such a project goes beyond the scope of this paper, but one such attempt can be
found in Peacocke (1999).

73Chalmers (2012) entertains a number of suggestions without committing to a single picture
as to how to secure the link between conceptual grounding and metaphysical grounding (pp.
450-460), but only explicitly considers this account of conceptual priority, a closely related
account to his notion of “translucent settling” in his (2011).
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Thus far, our proposal in (6) captures Chalmer’s thought that there should be
an analytic entailment between grounds and their groundees, but it does not
yet include a notion of conceptual priority. The first half of Chalmer’s proposal
is similar to ours in that working with conditional conceptual truths provides
analytic entailment. If it is a conceptual truth that if Γ, then α, then Γ also
analytically entails α. (6) does not yet, however, make reference to anything that
could be understood as conceptual priority. So our grounding conceptualism will
need to look something more like (7):

(7) Γ nonfactively grounds α (a priori) if and only if < If Γ, then α > is
a conceptual truth and Γ is conceptually prior to α

(7) is required by the fact that mere conceptual equivalence will not do – even
if the concept of bachelorhood is equivalent to that of an unmarried male, this
does not provide an answer to which direction the grounding relationship should
proceed. Grounding Conceptualism thus must also adopt a notion of con-
ceptual priority.

Our proposal in (7) seems to get the bachelor case right. It is plausible to
think the concepts of being male and being unmarried are prior to the concept
of bachelorhood, so it makes sense that the fact Smith is an unmarried male
grounds the fact that he is a bachelor instead of vice versa. But to fill out (7)
for other grounding claims, we will need to get a better idea of why this is the
case – we will need to refine the notion of conceptual priority. One plausible
way to construct such an account is by defining conceptual priority in terms of
concept possession:

Possession – Concept a is prior to concept b if and only if it is not
possible to possess b without possessing a

The thought behind Possession is that concepts are structured from the simple
to the more complex. bachelor is more complex than male since bachelor
includes, as a component, the concept male. It seems right to say that, with-
out possessing male, a person could not possess bachelor. Views of concept
possession come roughly in two forms, one representational and the other in-
ferential. On the representational view, a concept is possessed if an agent has
the correct mental representation associated with that concept.74 According
to the inferentialist view, concepts are possessed when an agent can make cer-
tain sorts of elementary inferences involving the concept.75 Both of these views
would vindicate the the thought that male is prior to bachelor. In order to
mentally represent someone as a bachelor or make correct inferences using the
concept of bachelorhood, a person must also be capable of representing someone
as male and make correct inferences using the concept of maleness. Possession
thus is a promising way to understand conceptual priority and to generate the

74Representational views include Evans (1982) and Prinz (2002), p. 150.
75Inferentialists concerning concept possession encompass views as diverse as Peacocke

(1992) to Chalmers (2012), pp. 464-465.
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asymmetry of grounding for Grounding Conceptualism.

Conceptual priority can also be used to generate grounding’s non-monotinicity
and transitivity. Possession does not permit strengthening: Even though it
is necessary to possess unmarried and male in order to possess bachelor,
adding an arbitrary concept to being male and being unmarried will break this
possession link. If a is the complex concept of being a bald unmarried male
and b is the concept of bachelorhood, then a is no longer prior to b, for no un-
derstanding of baldness is required to possess bachelor. Our account of con-
ceptual priority thus vindicates the non-monotonic nature of grounding claims.
Conceptual priority also holds promise when it comes to transitivity. Suppose
that we introduce a new concept into our lexicon, that of x-hood, where being
x is to be a bald bachelor. Thus, being a bald bachelor would ground being x.
Because being a bald bachelor would be grounded in being a bald unmarried
male, it would also be the case the being a bald unmarried male would ground
being x. This all fits well with the transitivity of Possession. In order to un-
derstand xs, one must possess bald and bachelor, requiring also then the one
possess unmarried and male. Thus, an understanding of conceptual priority
based on Possession can make sense of both grounding’s non-monotonic and
transitive structure.

At this point, it is important to get clear about what (7) is claiming. We do
not want to say that (7) provides an analysis of grounding, as this runs afoul of
a couple different issues. To begin with, we have seen that grounding theorists
typically take grounding to be primitive and unanalyzable, and if we want to
take that commitment seriously, then we should not regard (7) as an analysis.
Secondly, regarding (7) as analysis might also threaten to create regress wor-
ries. It has been argued that all successful philosophical analyses are themselves
grounding claims,76 precisely how Chalmers frames his position when he says
that “conceptual grounding grounds metaphysical grounding.” But if this is
right, then how should we regard the middle ‘grounds’ in Chalmers’s slogan?
Is it metaphysical grounding or conceptual grounding? If it is metaphysical
grounding, then it turns out that conceptual grounding alone cannot generate
metaphysical grounding. If it is conceptual grounding, however, then there is
a difficult question why there are a posteriori cases of grounding at all, since
concepts themselves generate all the grounding truths. In order to avoid these
worries, just like with Grounding, (7) should not be taken to be giving an
analysis of grounding. (7) can instead be thought of as an explanatory equiva-
lence.

How can we know a priori grounding claims simply by understanding the con-
cepts involved in those claims? Because, Grounding Conceptualism says,
a priori instances of grounding coincide with certain sorts of conceptual rela-
tionships. Conceptual truths that display a particular kind of conceptual pri-

76See Horvath (2017).
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ority correspond to grounding claims, and that is how we can know a priori
grounding truths. First, we understand grounding, along with its necessi-
tation, asymmetry, transitivity, and non-monotinicity. We also observe that
conceptual truths with a certain sort of conceptual priority also display these
characteristics, coming to the see that a grounding relationship holds between
those facts. (7) should thus be taken as an explanation for how conceptualists
can account for our grounding knowledge. They can explain our knowledge of
grounding claims because of the way things are with concepts, appealing to
nothing but conceptual understanding in order to explain a priori grounding
knowledge.

5 Cases of A Priori Grounding Knowledge

Now that we have a more concrete Grounding Conceptualism to work with
in (7), we can see if it is up to the task of accounting for our a priori knowledge
of grounding. Can (7) make sense of our grasp of (1)-(5)? I will argue that the
answer to this question is no, and that this failure reveals certain deficiencies in
taking conceptual learning to trace the directional nature of grounding. If Pos-
session isn’t up to the task of regimenting grounding’s asymmetry, however,
conceptualists face an uphill battle in explaining how we grasp the asymmetry
of grounding relationships with nothing but our understanding of concepts.

Let’s first look at (3), the link between determinables and their determinates.
Because the fact that a shirt is navy grounds the fact that shirt is blue, (3) pre-
dicts that navy must be conceptually prior to blue. On either view of concept
possession, however, navy is not prior to blue. Take the mental representation
view: According to this view, navy is prior to blue if a person must be able to
mentally represent navy before they are able to represent blue. However, it is
entirely possible that a person could have formed the concept of blue through
many other shades of blue – cerulean, periwinkle, and turquoise – yet never
experienced, and thus never represented, navy. So on the mental representa-
tion view of concept possession, navy is not prior to blue, and Grounding
Conceptualism cannot explain how we know Determinate-Determinable.
How does the inferentialist picture fare? On Peacocke’s view, the possession
conditions of a concept a is the set of inferences that one must master in or-
der to be competent with a. So in order to have the concept of conjunction,
a person must find the inference from A & B to A, along with the inference
from A & B to B, compelling. In the case of color concepts like red, Peacocke
says that a person must be disposed to apply the concept to sensations of red
visual experiences as well as take red objects to produce a similar kind of expe-
rience.77 In this case then, what is required to possess blue is to be disposed
to apply blue to things that create blue visual experiences. This is plenty pos-
sible, however, without possessing navy. A person can be perfectly competent
with a wide range of inferences using blue even though they have never seen

77See Peacocke (1992), pp. 6-8.
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the shade navy. It could even be that, if they saw navy, they would recognize it
as blue, but as of yet they have not experienced navy. This point can be further
appreciated by a recognition that someone who has not experienced all of the
shades of blue is nevertheless in a position to understand blue. This was the
case with blue’s original dubbing – even if the person who introduced the term
‘blue’ was not familiar with Hume’s missing shade of blue, this would not have
prevented them from understanding that a periwinkle object falls under blue.
Thus, it is not necessary to possess navy in order to possess blue, and so (7)
will not be able to make sense of the grounding relationship between blue and
navy using a possession notion of conceptual priority.

Issues arise for more than just Determinate-Determinable. Consider, for
example, Existentials, that existential truths are grounded in their instances.
The fact that there is an object in a room is grounded in the fact that there
is a molecule in the room, so, on (7), molecule is prior to object. Again
though, on both views of concept possession, it is false that molecule is prior
to object. It is not necessary that someone be able to represent a molecule
nor be able to make correct inferences using the concept of molecule in order to
possess the concept of an object. It may even be that someone needs to possess
object in order to grasp molecule, but then (7) would get the grounding
link the wrong way around. So once again Grounding Conceptualism comes
up short – Possession cannot provide a notion of conceptual priority that can
explain how we know the directionality inherent to grounding truths.

What lesson can be learned from the failure of this version of Grounding Con-
ceptualism? The key takeaway in these cases is that conceptualists face a tough
road when attempting to account for the directionality of grounding claims. This
problem is first obvious with the relationship between determinables and their
determinates. Navy and blue obviously stand in a determinate-determinable
relationship, but so do the facts in Existentials. After all, there being a
molecule in a room is just one, more specific, way in which there could be
an object in the room. Why, then, does a Possession version of (7) fail when it
comes to capturing the grounding relationship between determinates and deter-
minables? The lesson here goes something like the following: As we learn about
the world and form our concepts, we often move from the general to the more
specific. We learn about the most generic ways things can be, broad categories of
objects and colors, and only then do we begin to make distinctions within these
general concepts. In the case of blue, we might acquire the concept through
a few exemplar cases of blue while only later going on to learn that blue can
come in different shades. Likewise, we learn object through a few instances
of middle-sized dry goods, only continuing later to break down objects into the
smallest of their components. Empirical work supports this supposition as well.
According to Jean Mandler and Laraine McDonough (1993, 1996, 1998a, 1998b,
and 2000), children acquire more general concepts first before then proceeding
to more specific concepts. If concept acquisition proceeds from the general to
the specific, however, then it cannot trace all the grounding relations there are.
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Grounding often moves from the lowest level of specificity to the most general,
making a notion of conceptual priority ill-suited to account for our knowledge
of grounding claims.

One way that Chalmers could respond to the worry about (2) is to argue that
the relationship between molecule and object is actually a genus-species
relationship. The traditional genus-species relationship differs from the rela-
tionship between determinates and determinables in that species concepts are
understood as a genus concept plus some sort of differentia. The concept bach-
elor, for instance, is a species of the genus male since bachelors are unmarried
males. The concept navy, on the other hand, cannot be understood as blue
plus some differentia, making navy a determinate of the determinable blue.78

If the right way to think about molecules is as objects with some differentiating
properties, making the conceptual relationship between molecule and object
more akin to the relationship between bachelor and male, then this might
tell a different story than Existentials. In that case, (2) would have it that
being an object plus some differentia grounds being an object, a result with
the form A & B grounds A. When compared with other examples though, this
seems obviously false. It is not true that being a red ball grounds being a ball,
nor does being a twenty pound chair ground being a chair. Thus, if it is right to
think of (2) as a genus-species relationship, then perhaps (2) is not an instance
of nonfactive grounding after all. For this reason, reclassifying the relation-
ship between molecule and object can serve as a response to the worry that
Grounding Conceptualism cannot explain knowledge of (2).

Even if molecules are a species of object, this does nothing to respond to the
broader problem facing Grounding Conceptualism. We avoided the issue
with (2) by saying that molecule-object is not a case of determinate-
determinable, but instances of grounding between determinates and deter-
minables will still provide counterexamples to (7), a class of counterexamples
that extends much further than (3). Beyond colors, other sorts of qualita-
tive properties stand in a determinate-determinable relations; the relationship
taste has with sour and sweet, sound has with honks and beeps, and
smell has with fragrant and pungent. Beyond qualitative properties, other
determinate-determinable examples abound, shapes, mass, temperature, etc.
Nonfactive grouding knowledge in all of these domains will yield counterex-
amples to Grounding Conceptualism, revealing a fundamental flow in the
conceptualist strategy for explaining grounding knowledge.

Conclusion

This paper has demonstrated that conceptualists face significant challenges
when accounting for a priori knowledge of grounding. It is not obvious how

78For more on the distinction between genus-species relations and determinate-determinable
relations, see Funkhouser (2006), Rosen (2010), and Wilson (2017).
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understanding the concept of grounding along with the other concepts found
in grounding claims makes it possible to see what stands in that relation, and
there are sizable hurdles to building a grasp of grounding relationships purely out
of conceptual relationships. This victory for more expansive varieties of ratio-
nalism is made even more significant by the types of truths at issue. Grounding
claims are thought to be fundamental, primitive, and unanalyzable. If concep-
tualism cannot account for some of the most fundamental a priori facts that we
know, then so much the worse for conceptualist accounts of a priori knowledge.

If grounding knowledge is best explained by some variety of rationalism, then
the epistemology of grounding will not make grounding more tractable for the
grounding skeptic. The analogy between grounding and causation, meant to
make grounding less enigmatic, is problematic in a number of ways. In this
paper, I have explored the fact that causation and grounding diverge epistem-
ically, ultimately concluding that the analogy does nothing to respond to the
grounding skeptic’s worries about the epistemology of grounding. Until further
notice, both grounding and its epistemology will remain mysterious.
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Grounding and Understanding

Advances in metaphysics often give way to advances within epistemology. A
striking recent example is the far-reaching impact of the modal revolution on
epistemology. Causal theories of the basing relation gave way to a counterfac-
tual analysis, a possibility that was only available due to the work of modal
metaphysicians.79 Then came perhaps the most famous application of modal
notions within epistemology – Nozick’s sensitivity theory of knowledge and the
subsequent debate between safety and sensitivity.80 The advances on modal-
ity in metaphysics thus gave rise to a number of advances within epistemology,
opening up new avenues of research and clarifying some of epistemology’s cen-
tral notions.

A new revolution is now under way within metaphysics. A number of lead-
ing theorists have argued for grounding, a metaphysical notion that they claim
arises across philosophy, from issues in logic to normativity to philosophy of
mind. Grounding, of course, is not without its detractors. Like Quine on modal-
ity,81 Thomas Hofweber (2009) and Christopher Daly (2012) find the notion of
grounding too obscure and ill-defined, while Jessica Wilson (2014) thinks that
all the work done by grounding can be done by other dependence relations. But,
also like with modality, this has not prevented grounding theorizing from moving
forward. It is partially this moving forward, in fact, that has given grounding
further traction. Just as it was the theoretical fruitfulness of the modal project
that cemented the impact and staying power of the modal revolution, every
further application that is found for grounding talk lends the new movement
added credibility.

What is left, then, is to apply grounding within epistemology. In this paper,
I will attempt one such application, arguing that grounding can provide fresh

79The counterfactual analysis of the basing relation is due to Swain (1979), (1981), and
(1985).

80Nozick (1981), pp. 172-196, first proposes the truth-tracking theory of knowledge with
what have come to be known as the sensitivity and adherence conditions. Sosa (1999), pp. 152-
155, introduces the safety condition in order to deal with worries concerning how sensitivity
responds to skepticism. Though many have rejected sensitivity as a necessary condition on
knowledge due to counterexamples (p. 167) and closure worries (p. 186) raised by Kripke
(2011), Nozick’s legacy lives on through a number of ongoing projects spawned by an emphasis
on sensitivity, see Becker and Black (2012), DeRose (1995), Melchior (2019), and Roush (2005).
Safety has had a more enduring legacy, with Pritchard (2007), p. 281, (2008b), p. 32, and
(2009b), pp. 34-35; Sosa (1999), pp. 152, and (2007), p. 26; and Williamson (2000), p. 100
amongst those who accept safety as a necessary condition on knowledge.

81Quine thought that modal notions were too confused and obscure to be of much use for
philosophical reflection. For the full story on Quine’s views on modality, see Follesdal (1968).
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insights on the epistemology of understanding. Stephen Grimm and John Greco
both take understanding why to crucially involve dependence relations. Grimm
endorses the view on which understanding is “knowledge of dependence re-
lations,”82 while Greco claims that “to understand a thing is to be able to
(knowledgeably) locate it in a system of appropriate dependence relations.”83

Grimm and Greco thus both subscribe to Dependence:

Dependence
Advocates of Dependence take it that understanding involves a particular
cognitive relationship with dependencies. To understand is to see how
things depend on one another. Grimm and Greco are both flag bearers for
this view, maintaining that understanding is a knowledge of dependence
relations. Dependence thus takes it that dependence relations play a
central role in understanding.

Even though both Grimm and Greco explicitly say that they support Depen-
dence, at times they also gloss their views in terms of explanation. Grimm,
for example, says that understanding occurs via grasping the “sorts of relation-
ships that seem to obtain between the explanans and the explanandum,”84 while
Greco says that understanding something “is very close to being able to explain
it.”85 There is thus another, closely-related way to think about the content of
understanding:

Explanation
Those who support Explanation think that understanding has a special
cognitive link with explanation, that to understand something is being
able to trace explanatory relationships. John Bengson captures this view
with the most general of formulas, saying that “X understands [...] in
virtue of bearing some cognitive relation to an explanation,”86 a view
which puts explanation, not dependence, at the center of understanding.

Explanation holds that understanding comes, not from dependence relation-
ships, but from explanatory relationships. Grimm and Greco do not address
if these differing views are extensionally equivalent, or whether Explanation
should be seen as in competition with Dependence. They commit themselves
to Dependence while also gesturing in the direction of Explanation.

From Grimm and Greco’s accounts of understanding, it is unclear whether De-
pendence and Explanation are distinct. While both Grimm and Greco are
committed to Dependence, they also make comments that suggest that De-
pendence comes to the same thing as Explanation. In this paper, I will make
the case that, not only do Dependence and Explanation come apart, but that

82See Grimm (2014), p. 341.
83See Greco (2014), p. 286.
84See Grimm (2014), p. 341.
85See Greco (2014), p. 287.
86See Bengson (2017), p. 28.
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Explanation is the right way to think about understanding. Explanatory re-
lationships, like grounding, are just a subset of dependence relationships, and
understanding only occurs when the content of understanding is an explanatory
relationship.87 Thus, I will argue that recent work on the connection between
grounding and explanation reveals that Explanation, not Dependence, is the
most accurate way to think about understanding.

Here’s the plan. In Section 1, I further detail the origins of Dependence, trac-
ing the development of both Grimm and Greco’s views on understanding. Then,
in Section 2, I show that there are a number of instances in which Dependence
is not sufficient for understanding, pointing out in Section 3 that these are all
cases where dependence relations do not give rise to explanation. In Section 4,
I argue that, due to its connection with explanation, grounding can fill in the
lack of understanding from the problematic cases in Section 2. Grounding talk
thus has utility within epistemology, a point that does not answer the ground-
ing skeptics directly,88 but nevertheless motivates further adoption of grounding
within philosophy, as the more diverse uses to which grounding is put lend cre-
dence to the usefulness of thinking in terms of grounding more generally.

A couple notes before we begin. Those who theorize about understanding have
identified a number of different types of understanding, including objectual and
propositional understanding.89 In this paper, I will primarily be concerned with
accounts of understanding why, the variety of understanding captured by the
following sorts of locutions:

(1) Jill understands why the log caught on fire
(2) Jack understands why 2 + 2 = 4
(3) Jane understands why the painting is beautiful

A variety of accounts of understanding why have been given, including that
understanding why is reducible to a particular kind of knowledge,90 a specific

87For the purposes of this paper, I will be assuming that grounding is a relation, although
there is some disagreement. Fine (2012a and 2012b) and Correia (2010), p. 254, favor the
view that perhaps grounding is best thought of as a sentential operator, but this might only
be because this allows ontological neutrality in a discussion of ground. A sentential operator,
however, seems ill-suited for some of the work to which grounding is often put. Grounding
claims are thought to portray the very structure of reality, work that cannot be accomplished
by the operationalist approach. The logical ‘or’ is also a sentential operator, but this fact
alone is insufficient to generate a worldly relation of disjunction. Furthermore, as we will
see, grounding is thought to play a central role in explanation in that grounding claims can
issue in metaphysical explanations. In order for grounding claims to coincide with explana-
tions though, they must latch onto something worldly, as explanations require backing by
dependence relations; see Kim (1994) and Ruben (1990). For more on the connection between
grounding and explanation, see Section 4.

88Though refutations have been given. See Audi (2012a) and Raven (2012).
89For more on these types of understanding, see Baumberger, Beisbart, and Brun (2017),

p. 5; Hannon (Forthcoming); and Kvanvig (2003), p. 191.
90See Grimm (2006) and (2014), Greco (2010) and (2014), Hu (2019), Lipton (2004), and

Sliwa (2015).
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variety of belief,91 or certain type of intellectual know-how.92 I will not be de-
fending any of these accounts here, but will instead be interested in whether
understanding crucially involves dependence or explanatory relationships, al-
lowing that all of these accounts are compatible with the insights forwarded in
this paper.

The second thing to note is that, by often talking in terms of the content of
understanding, I do not mean to favor accounts on which understanding why
is reducible to belief or knowledge. Even on interpretations that take under-
standing why to be a sort of intellectual know-how, there is a central object
around which that know-how revolves. For example, according to Alison Hills,
understanding why p (because of q) involves a number of abilities, including:

(i) following some explanation of why p given by someone else;
(ii) explaining why p in your own words;
(iii) drawing the conclusion that p (or that probably p) from the infor-
mation that q;
(iv) drawing the conclusion that p* (or that probably p*) from the infor-
mation that q* (where p* and q* are similar to p and q);
(v) given the information that p, give the right explanation, q;
(vi) given the information that p*, give the right explanation, q.93

Explanation plays a crucial role in (i)-(vi), putting Hills squarely in the Ex-
planation camp. Dependence and Explanation do not require that un-
derstanding is ultimately cashed out in terms of belief or knowledge, but are
open to a wide range of cognitive relationships. My thesis is consistent with
understanding why being a type of cognitive ability as well as a particular set of
beliefs. What I am concerned with is the object of these cognitive relationships
— whether understanding is directed only at explanatory relations or the wider
set of dependence relations.

1 Two Accounts of Understanding

In his work on understanding, Stephen Grimm argues that understanding is a
knowledge of dependence relations. Grimm builds on the formula that under-
standing is a “knowledge of causes” — understanding why the log caught on
fire involves knowing what caused the log to catch on fire. This is not the whole
story, however, for we also possess non-causal forms of understanding. Con-
sider, for example, what is grasped when someone understands why 2 + 2 = 4.
In this case, it is the knowledge of numerical and mathematical concepts that
contributes to understanding of the mathematical fact, not a knowledge of the
efficient cause of 2 + 2 = 4 (as if there were one). Such non-causal instances
of understanding thus require a more inclusive notion of understanding. To

91See Pritchard (2010) and (2014).
92See Hills (2016) and Wilkenfield (2013).
93See Hills (2015), p. 663.
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this end, Grimm modifies his position to “claim that understanding consists not
of ‘knowledge of causes’ but rather of something like ‘knowledge of dependency
relations’.”94 Grimm does not take this to be a major shift away from the knowl-
edge of causes position – after all, on more expansive notions of cause, causation
extends to a wider array of dependence relations than just efficient causation.
If, following Aristotle, we take causation to include a number of essential and
teleological relations as well, the “knowledge of causes” and the “knowledge of
dependencies” formulas are not that far apart.95

Even though Grimm explicitly commits himself to Dependence, it is not clear
the he treats this account as distinct from Explanation. To begin with, he
says that the knowledge of causes formula can also be understood in terms of
knowledge of explanation: “For convenience, let us think of [...] the ‘knowledge
of causes’ formula as the modal-model — that is, a model on which what is
grasped when one has knowledge of the cause is the modal relationship that
obtains between the terms of the explanation.”96 Later, in motivating the wider
Dependence account of understanding, he again appeals to explanatory rela-
tionships, saying that “some of our understanding does not appeal to [causes]
at all but rather to other sorts of relationships that seem to obtain between the
explanans and the explanandum.”97 Thus, even though, Grimm says that his
official view is a variant of Dependence, he also does not make it clear if his
view should be distinguished from Explanation.

Like Grimm, John Greco also advocates for taking understanding to be a knowl-
edge of dependence relations. Starting with the view that “understanding is
knowledge of causes, or something close to it,”98 Greco then expands this ac-
count to include a number of other dependence relations. On the filled out view,
“to understand a thing is to be able to (knowledgeably) locate it in a system
of appropriate dependence relations,”99 relations which can include constitu-
tion, supervenience, and part-whole relationships right alongside causation.100

Greco also sees this strategy as roughly in line with Aristotle’s approach to un-
derstanding. According to Greco, Aristotle also advocated for a “knowledge of
causes” account of understanding, an account that extended to include material,
formal, and final causation along with efficient causation. In this way, though
Aristotle may not have included all of the dependence relations that can give
rise to understanding, his view also anticipates the Dependence account of
understanding.

Just like Greco mirros Grimm’s move from a knowledge of causes to a knowledge
94See Grimm, (2014), p. 341.
95Ibid, pp. 340-341.
96Ibid, p. 339.
97Ibid, p. 341.
98See Greco (2010), p. 9.
99See Greco (2014), p. 286.

100Ibid, p. 291.
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of dependence relations view, he is also not clear about whether there should
be a distinction between Dependence and Explanation. Like Grimm, Greco
runs the knowledge of causes formula together with knowledge of explanation:
“Understanding involves ‘grasping,’ ‘appreciating,’ or knowing causal relations
taken in a broad sense: i.e. the sort of relations that ground explanation.”101

Furthermore, Greco notes that there is a close relationship between explanation
and the grasp of dependence relations, pointing out that “another salient fea-
ture of understanding is that it is closely tied to explanation. To understand
something is very close to being able to explain it.”102 Thus, not only does
Greco end up endorsing a Dependence-syle view like Grimm, he also does not
explicitly distinguish between Dependence and Explanation.103

2 Dependence Without Understanding

On Grimm and Greco’s account, dependence relations are the content of un-
derstanding. As we have seen though, there are a number of places where
they do not distinguish Dependence from Explanation. Further complicat-
ing matters, there are a number of authors that adopt Explanation without
also appealing to Dependence. We have already seen that Bengson singles
out explanation as the content of understanding and that Hills captures un-
derstanding with a number of explanation-centered abilities. Wesley Salmon
holds that “understanding results from our ability to fashion explanations,”104

while Michael Strevens says that understanding, “consists in grasping correct
explanations.”105 In the case of understanding in science, J.D. Trout claims that
“scientific understanding is the state produced, and only produced, by grasping
a true explanation.”106 All of these authors thus endorse a tight link between
understanding and explanation without also resorting to talk of dependence re-
lations. So which is it? Should we sign up for Dependence, Explanation,
or both? In this section, I will argue that it is possible to grasp dependence
relations without thereby having understanding, the beginning of a case that
Explanation is the correct account of understanding. Understanding why only
comes from being able to trace the underlying structure that gives rise to a target
phenomenon, something that a grasp of dependence relations does not always
provide.

In addition to defending Dependence, Greco proposes a list of dependence
101See Greco, (2010), p. 9.
102See Greco (2014), p. 287.
103Lipton (2004) also appeals to both explanation and a knowledge of causes, saying both that

“understanding is not some sort of superknowledge, but simply more knowledge: knowledge
of causes” (p. 30) and that we “do not have a clear conception of understanding apart from
whatever it is our explanations provide” (p. 23).

104See Salmon (1984), p. 259.
105See Strevens, (2010), p. 17.
106See Trout (2007), pp. 585-586. These are far from isolated examples. Jaegwon Kim

(1994), p. 61; Jonathan Kvanvig (2009), p. 99; and Kareem Khalifa (2011), p. 108, endorse
the connection between explanation and understanding as well.
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relations that give rise to understanding. In moving from an account that em-
phasizes a knowledge of causes (including Aristotle’s four causes), Greco high-
lights the other sorts of relationships that he has in mind, singling out examples
like part-whole and supervenience relationships. This list, he notes, “is meant
to be neither exclusive nor exhaustive. Rather, the substantive point is that
there are many and various dependence relations, and understanding centrally
involves knowledge of these.”107 The prediction of Dependence, then, is that
the appropriate grasp of these dependence relations will result in understanding.

Let’s start with supervenience. In Hawaii, it has been observed that the volca-
noes Mauna Loa and Kilauea both inflate with magma simultaneously. This is
due to being fed by the same underground magma source — when the pressure
increases in the chamber, this causes both volcanoes to swell with magma.108

This example of supervenience, a fairly robust modal relationship that may
extend back as long as the volcanoes have existed, is explained by a common
cause. Suppose that Joe grasps this supervenience relationship, that Mauna
Loa and Kilauea both inflate at the same time. Despite this knowledge, he
does not understand why either Mauna Loa or Kilauea swells with magma, nor
does he understand why they expand at the same time. Because Joe’s grasp of
the situation does not trace the underlying causal structure of the relationship
between Mauna Loa and Kilauea, he also lacks understanding.

This point extends beyond just examples of causation. Take an example of a
supervenience relationship supported, not by a common cause, but by a com-
mon ground.109 The fact that Joe exists grounds at least two further things,
the fact that his singleton exists and the truth of the proposition <Joe exists>.
This underlying common ground then supports a supervenience relationship –
in all worlds in which Joe’s singleton exists, <Joe exists> is true. Grasping this
supervenience relationship, however, does not give rise to understanding. Even
if Joe knows that, whenever <Joe exists> is true then his singleton exists, he
still does not understand why either is the case. In order to understand why his
singleton exists or why <Joe exists> is true, he would also have to know that
his existence is their common ground. Thus, Joe does not have understanding
because he cannot trace the underlying metaphysical structure of the relation-
ship between his existence, the existence of his singleton, and the truth of the
proposition <Joe exists>.

Even if we do not consider cases of common causes or grounds, supervenience
still does not always give rise to understanding. Take the existence of Joe and
his singleton. If Joe only knows that these are perfectly correlated, this does not
yield understanding. He does not understand why his singleton exists, or that

107See Greco (2014), p. 291. Greco also includes conceptual, logical, and mathematical
relationships in his list, but for the purposes of this section, we will only be focusing on
part-whole and supervenience.

108See Miklius and Cervelli (2003).
109Examples of common ground are invoked by Schaffer (2016a), pp. 55-56.
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his existence plays a role in explaining the existence of his singleton. Like with
common causes/grounds, this is because knowledge of supervenience does not
tell us about the underlying structure of the phenomenon. Joe’s singleton exists
in virtue of Joe existing, but grasping a perfect correlation leaves Joe in the dark
about this underlying metaphysical structure. This problem occurs in an even
more pronounced way with disconnected necessary facts. That 2 + 2 = 4 su-
pervenes on the fact that water is H2O, but merely grasping this supervenience
relationship will never result in an understanding of why the other is true. Even
though these facts stand in a supervenience relation, they are not linked in the
right way to give rise to understanding.

Before we get the impression that this is just a problem for supervenience, let’s
look at another relation that Greco proposes, the mereological part-whole re-
lation. The relationship between a whole and its constituents gives rise to a
different sort of understanding, understanding of what makes something the
kind of thing it is.110 Take, for example, the relationship between a molecule of
H2O and its constituent atoms. What makes it a molecule of water is that it is
made up by a particular kind of parts, two atoms of hydrogen and one molecule
of oxygen, parts that remain atoms even when they are not a part of H2O. In
other cases though, this order of explanation can flow in the other direction,
from a whole to its parts. A word is made up by a collection of syllables, but
those letters would not form syllables were it not for facts about the word and its
pronunciation. There is thus a part-whole relationship in both cases, but under-
standing the relationship between the whole and its parts can flow in different
directions depending on whether the whole or its parts are more fundamental.

Because it is possible both for a whole to be more fundamental than its parts
and the parts to be prior to the whole, grasping a part-whole relationship does
not always result in understanding. Organisms have a number of proper parts,
organs like a brain, a heart, and a stomach. Even though these organs and
the organism stand in a part-whole relationship, there is an important sense in
which the organism is prior to its parts. What makes it the case that something
is a heart instead of just a random collection of cells is that it pumps blood
for the organism. Likewise, the fact that a mass of blood vessels and digestive
tissue forms a stomach is grounded in the fact that they perform the digestive
function for an organism. For this reason, Joe might grasp the part-whole re-
lationship between an organism and its heart but still not understand why it
is a heart – what makes it a heart instead of just an arbitrary clump of cells.
Thus, it is possible to know that two entities stand in the part-relation without
thereby gaining understanding.

It might be thought that what is going wrong in both the supervenience and
110In discussing the relationship between supervenience and the understanding, we primarily

focused on two kinds of facts, causal facts and existence facts. Here, I have considered an
additional kind of fact, facts about what make something the kind of thing it is. Thus,
understanding why can extend to a range of different sorts of facts.
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part-whole cases is just that we are describing them using an impoverished
account of understanding. For ease of explanation, I describe the majority
these cases talking about what our protagonist Joe knows or grasps. There are
a number of worries about reductionist knowledge accounts of understanding
though, so it is no surprise that Joe repeatedly comes up wanting. Duncan
Pritchard, for example, has pointed out that it is possible to have knowledge of
why a particular event happened without having the deeper intellectual grasp
required for understanding. Suppose, for example, that Kate has learned from a
scientist that oxygen will cause a particular chemical reaction. If Kate does not
have a grip on why exactly oxygen makes a difference to the chemical reaction,
this knowledge will not be sufficient for understanding why the chemical reaction
took place:

Given that Kate has gained this (true) information about the cause of
the chemical reaction from someone she recognises to be an expert in
the field, she surely counts as knowing what the cause of the chemical
reaction was. Moreover, it is also surely right that Kate knows why the
chemical reaction took place, given that she has this knowledge of the
cause of the reaction. So Kate knows why the chemical reaction took
place, and she knows that it took place because of the introduction of
oxygen. Crucially, however, Kate does not understand why the chemical
reaction took place, because in order to possess understanding in such a
case it is surely required that she should have a sound epistemic grip on
why cause and effect are related in this way. Since Kate lacks this, she
lacks understanding.111

As Pritchard points out, because Kate does not have a deeper grasp of the
connection between oxygen and the chemical reaction, she might know why the
reaction took place without understanding why it did. There is thus a gap be-
tween knowledge and understanding that creates issues for reductive knowledge
accounts of understanding.112

A defender of Dependence might appeal to this gap between knowing and
understanding in order to argue that these are not actually counterexamples to
Dependence. Instead, as Pritchard has shown, there are other ways that there
can be a gap between knowledge and understanding, and this is just an instance
of an issue for reductive knowledge accounts of understanding. Unfortunately
for Dependence, the issues that occur in this section are not analogous to
the types of cases that Pritchard has in mind. For Pritchard, it is possible to
know why without understanding why. In the cases we have looked at, however,

111See Pritchard (2014), p. 316.
112Similar points are made by Pritchard (2008a) and (2009a) and Hills (2009) and (2016)).

Pritchard (2014) thinks that this lack can be filled in by a particular kind of belief (pp.
318-320), while Hills (2016) thinks that this gap points to understanding being a type of
intellectual know-how (pp. 669-670). Even Grimm (2014) thinks that knowing particular
propositions may not be enough – instead what is needed is a deeper grasp of a proposition,
much the same way that a priori propositions are grasped (pp. 333-335).
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Joe does not even possess knowledge why, much less understanding why. Even
though he grasps the relevant supervenience relationship, Joe does not know why
either Mauna Loa or Kilauea swell with magma, as he does not know about their
underground common source. Likewise, Joe does not know why his singleton
exists or why <Joe exists> is true since he does not know that his existence
gives rise to both. Thus, the examples we have considered cannot be fixed by
a patch to the reductive knowledge account of understanding. Kate knows why
without understanding why, but Joe neither knows why nor does he understand
why, so even if we supplement our account of understanding to meet Pritchard’s
worries, this will not address the sorts of issues facing a Dependence account
of understanding.

3 Dependence without Explanation

We have seen reason to be dubious that Dependence is the right way to char-
acterize the content of understanding, as it is possible to grasp certain depen-
dence relations without thereby understanding the target phenomenon. Does
this mean that we should also be skeptical of Explanation? Grimm and Greco
do not sharply distinguish between Dependence and Explanation, and in
many cases discuss them as if they come to the same thing. If this is right, and
Dependence is indicted by the cases we saw in Section 2, then Explanation
should be as well. In this section, I will argue that this is not the moral we
should draw from the counterexamples to Dependence. The cases we saw in
Section 2 are all examples of dependence without explanation, so even though
they create worries for Dependence, they are not also problematic for Expla-
nation. Not only does Dependence come apart from Explanation, but they
come apart precisely in the cases that make trouble for Dependence.

The first thing to note is that the above cases of supervenience do not issue in
explanations. The fact that Mauna Loa inflates with magma does not explain
why Kilauea does so at the same time. Instead, the fact that the underground
chamber is pushing magma upwards explains why they both swell simultane-
ously. Likewise, the existence of Joe’s singleton does not explain the truth of
<Joe exists>, nor does the truth of <Joe exists> explain the existence of his
singleton. It is his existence, their common ground, that explains both of them.
There is also an explanatory gap in the cases of supervenience that do not ap-
peal to a common cause/ground. The fact that 2 + 2 = 4 does not explain, nor
is it explained by, the fact that water is H2O. This problem persists with the
supervenience of more closely related facts. If all Joe knows is that his existence
supervenes on the existence of his singleton, he does not yet have an explanation
for why his singleton exists.

The thought that supervenience cannot explain is nothing new — there have
been many authors who have pointed out that supervenience is not explana-
tory. As Jaegwon Kim notes, supervenience is not all that is required to solve
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the mind-body problem due its failure to explain the relationship between the
mental and the physical: “Supervenience is not a metaphysically deep, explana-
tory relation; it is merely a phenomenological relation about patterns of property
covariation. Mind-body supervenience, therefore, states the mind-body prob-
lem - it is not a solution to it.”113 Similarly, Terry Horgan and Mark Timmons
argue that the fact that the moral supervenes on the non-moral does not itself
explain anything – instead, further explanation is needed for why this super-
venience relationship obtains.114 Thus, it is no surprise that supervenience is
not explanatory. What is important for our purposes is that, in the cases where
dependence relations do not issue in understanding, they also do not give rise
to explanations.

The same is true of the part-whole relation. The fact that a heart partially
composes an organism does not explain why it is a heart — it is the relationship
between organism and organ that makes it a heart instead of another organ
or a clump of cells. Likewise, the fact that a particular collection of letters
partially composes a word does not explain why that collection is a syllable.
Only further facts about the word and its pronunciation can explain why those
letters form a syllable. This is because, like with supervenience, the part-whole
relation is not by itself explanatory. In arguing that the part-whole relation
cannot fully explain the relationship between a whole and its constituents, Ross
Cameron says that “I can know that the Xs compose Y, but it is still an open
question whether the existence of the parts give ground to the existence of the
whole, or whether the existence of the whole gives ground to the existence of
the parts.”115 In the same vein, referring to his monistic view of the cosmos,
Jonathan Schaffer makes the point that, “even given that this particle is a part
of the cosmos, there is a remaining question as to whether the whole depends
on the part or the part on the whole.”116 Because the part-whole relation is not
always explanatory on its own, grasping the part-whole relationship between a
whole and its constituents does not always give rise to understanding.

4 Grounding, Explanation, and Understanding

We have now seen that the counterexamples to Dependence are not also prob-
lematic for Explanation, suggesting that only explanatory relations suffice for
understanding. In this section, I will show that grounding is one of the primary

113See Kim (1998), p. 10.
114See Horgan and Timmons (1992), p. 227. For those who concur that supervenience is

not an explanatory relation, see Bennett (2017), p. 14, fn. 10; Horgan (1984 and 1993);
Kim (1990), pp. 13-14, and (1993), pp. 166-167; McLaughlin (1995), p. 18; Schiffer (1987),
pp. 153-154; and Wedgwood (2007), pp. 141-142, and for those who have wielded this point
already in the relationship between the normative and the non-normative, see Blackburn
(1984), p. 186; McPherson (2012), p. 216; and Raz (2000), p. 51.

115See Cameron (2016), p. 386.
116See Schaffer (2016b), p. 157. Other authors that point out that the part-whole relation

still leaves an open question about whether the parts or the whole are more fundamental
include Bennett (2017), pp. 60-61; Nolan (2018), pp. 92-93; and Schaffer (2010).
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explanatory relations that fills the gap left by Dependence. As we will see,
grounding can provide non-causal explanations where other dependence rela-
tions do not, including supervenience and part-whole relationships. Because
grounding is a dependence relationship that is also explanatory, it makes un-
derstanding possible, demonstrating that only a certain subset of dependence
relations give rise to understanding. The grounding relation thus plays a criti-
cal role in demonstrating both that Dependence should be kept distinct from
Explanation, but also that Explanation is the superior account of under-
standing.

Let’s begin by looking at dependence relations that can give rise to understand-
ing. Grimm and Greco were right to think that causation can lead to under-
standing. Suppose that Joe learns that both Mauna Loa and Kilauea are fed
by a common source – that both are supplied by the same underground magma
chamber. He grasps that pressure in this chamber leads to magma flowing up-
wards to both volcanoes. In this case, he now understands why Mauna Loa and
Kilauea expand, and why they do so at the same time. He can trace the under-
lying causal structure that leads to their swelling simultaneously. Joe’s lack of
understanding is thus filled by substituting knowledge of a causal relationship
for his knowledge of supervenience.

Not only does grasping the causal connection between Mauna Loa and Kilauea
grant understanding, but even elementary knowledge of a causal relationship
can bring someone closer to understanding. Recall that the worry with reduc-
tive knowledge accounts of understanding was that it is possible to know why an
event occured without understanding why it occurred. This was distinct from
the issues with supervenience — knowledge of supervenience relationships not
only fails to grant understanding why, but also does not result in knowledge
why. In Pritchard’s example, Kate learned why the chemical reaction occurred
via testimony, so she knew why it occurred, but she did not have a sufficient grip
on how the cause and effect were related, preventing her from understanding
why it occurred. Even though she still lacked understanding, knowing about
this causal relationship brought Kate to a point where she knew why the chem-
ical reaction occurred, a step closer to understanding. Similarly, if Joe learns
via testimony what causes Mauna Loa and Kilauea to expand together, he will
know why they inflate, something he did not grasp when he only knew they su-
pervened on one another. Of course, this must be supplemented with a deeper
appreciation of the connection between the underground magma chamber and
the swelling of volcanoes in order to result in understanding, but even knowledge
of an explanatory relationship is enough to bring him closer to understanding
than where he was just with knowledge of the supervenience of the two volca-
noes.

Like with causation, grasping grounding relations can also give rise to under-
standing. Not all understanding is causal understanding. Take, for example, the
relationship between the fact that Joe exists and the truth of the proposition
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<Joe exists>. According to leading grounding theorists, the truthmaking rela-
tion is just one instance of grounding.117 <Joe exists> is true in virtue of the
fact that Joe exists. When Joe knew that the truth of <Joe exists> supervened
on his existence, he did not understand why <Joe exists> was true. If Joe grasps
the grounding relation between the two though, that his existence is what makes
the proposition true, then he does understand why <Joe exists> is true. Thus,
the grounding relation can provide understanding where supervenience does not.

Just like knowing about a common cause can provide understanding, grasping a
common ground can as well. Just like Joe’s existence grounds the truth of <Joe
exists>, his existence also grounds the existence of his singleton.118 When Joe
only knew that the existence of his singleton supervened on the truth of <Joe
exists>, he did not understand why his singleton existed, why <Joe exists>
was true, or why they supervened on one another. If Joe learns that his single-
ton exists in virtue of his existence, discovering the grounding relationship that
holds between him and his singleton, then he does understand why his singleton
exists. And if he learns both what grounds his singleton and the truth of <Joe
exists>, then he understands why those supervene on one another as well.

Grounding can also supply understanding where the part-whole relationship
cannot. A person that merely knows that some letters compose a word does
not yet understand why those letters are a syllable, nor does learning that a
heart is part of an organism grant an understanding of why it is a heart. If Joe
learns, however, that a collection of cells is a stomach in virtue of playing the
digestive role for the organism, then he does understand why it is a stomach.
Likewise, if Joe learns that a couple letters are a syllable because of how a word
is pronounced, then he does understand why they form a syllable. This is be-
cause part-whole relationships do not always clarify grounding relationships. As
Ross Cameron and Jonathan Schaffer have pointed out, “some wholes might be
grounded in their parts, others might give ground to them.”119 In cases where
wholes give ground to their parts, it is particularly clear that the part-whole
relationship cannot provide understanding without the grounding relationship
between the whole and its parts.

Even if grounding knowledge is gained via testimony, it can still bring someone
closer to understanding. Just like causation, it is possible that someone ob-
tains knowledge of a grounding relation without also gaining understanding. If
Joe’s professor tells him that his existence grounds the existence of his singleton
but Joe does not learn any more about why this is the case, he might know
why his singleton exists without understanding why it does. Like Prtichard has

117Supporters of a grounding account of truthmaking include Cameron (2018), Liggins
(2012), Rodriquez-Pereyra (2005), and Schaffer (2008a), pp. 10-18, (2008b), pp. 309-312,
and (2010), pp. 309-311.

118For those who take Joe’s existence to ground the existence of his singleton, see Fine (1994),
Schaffer (2010), and Turner (2016).

119See Cameron (2016), p. 386.
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pointed out, unless there is a deeper epistemic grasp about the connection be-
tween two facts, testimonial knowledge does not always result in understanding.
Even though it is possible to have grounding knowledge without understanding,
grounding knowledge still brings a person closer to understanding than other
dependence relations. When Joe just knew that his existence supervened on
the existence of his singleton, not only did he not understand why his single-
ton existed, he also did not know why it existed either. Grounding knowledge
thus brings Joe closer to understanding than a mere knowledge of supervenience.

What differentiates causation and grounding from supervenience and the part-
whole relationship? Why do the former result in understanding, while the latter
do not? The relevant difference is that causation and grounding are both de-
pendence relations and explanatory relations. One of the primary tasks of the
sciences is causal explanation, discovering the causal links between phenomena
that then issue in explanations.120 Because causation is an explanatory rela-
tionship, it is able to grant understanding of the link between Mauna Loa and
Kilauea in a way that merely knowing about the supervenience relationship be-
tween them does not. Along with causation, grounding is also capable of giving
rise to explanation. Some take it that grounding itself is an explanatory rela-
tion, others that it backs such explanations.121 All we need for our purposes
is that grounding generates explanations, an obvious result of the grounding-is-
explanatory view and also predicted by the grounding-backs-explanation view.
On both views, worldly determination relations like causation give rise to ex-
planations, and grounding is one such relation.122 This differentiates grounding
from other sorts of dependence relations, making it capable of contributing to
understanding in much the same way as causation.

Grimm and Greco were on the right track – dependence relations do play an
important role in understanding. Where Grimm and Greco went wrong is to
think that understanding can be supplied by all dependence relationships. As
we have seen, grasping supervenience and part-whole relationships does not al-
ways result in understanding. This is because these dependence relations do
not give rise to explanation. Grounding, however, is both a dependence relation
and an explanatory relation, making it capable of giving rise to understand-
ing. Grimm and Greco are thus partially vindicated. Dependence is a helpful
starting place for thinking about understanding, an initial position that then
points us towards grounding and causation as possible sources of understand-
ing. Ultimately, however, the reason that these dependence relationships yield

120See, for instance, Salmon (1984) and Woodward (2003).
121Those who take the former view include Dasgupta (2014), Fine (2012a), Litland (2013),

Raven (2012), and Rosen (2010) while those who endorse the latter view include Audi (2012b),
Correia and Schnieder (2012), Koslicki (2012), Schaffer (2012), and Trogdon (2013).

122If grounding claims are going to issue in explanations then, they must reflect a worldly
dependence relation, a point put to use by Trogdon (2013) and Rodriguez-Pereyra (2005) in
arguing that grounding must be a relation. Those that endorse the relation view include Audi
(2012a and 2012b), Bolzano (1837, Vol. II, section 168), Cameron (2008), Dasgupta (2014),
Jenkins (2011), Rodriquez-Pereyra (2005), Rosen (2010), Schaffer (2009), and Trogdon (2013).
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understanding is because they are also explanatory, making Explanation the
best view of the content of understanding.

Conclusion

Despite all of the work done on grounding, the thought that understanding
can be supplied by any dependence relation whatsoever persists. In his recent
chapter, “What’s the Point of Understanding?”, Michael Hannon adopts De-
pendence, arguing that diverse dependence relations can grant understanding
of a wide range of subject matters:

We should expect different kinds of explanations from different subject
matters. Thus, an attractive strategy proposed by Kim (1994), Greco
(2014), and Grimm (2014) is to set aside the narrow focus on causation
and appeal to the more general notion of dependence. On this view,
dependence is the genus category, with different kinds of dependence —
causal, mereological, grounding — playing the role of species.123

Like Grimm and Greco, Hannon singles out dependence relations as the content
of understanding. Grasping a dependence relation provides understanding, with
different varieties of dependence giving way to understanding of distinct areas.
Like Grimm and Greco though, Hannon fails to note that certain dependence
relationships do not lend themselves to understanding.

Also like before, at the same time Hannon identifies understanding with De-
pendence, he also characterizes understanding in terms of Explanation: “At-
tributions of understanding are primarily used to identify individuals who can
provide us with explanations.”124 According to Hannon, we value understand-
ing because we ultimately desire strong explanations. Finding those with un-
derstanding supplies us with these explanations, revealing the importance of
understanding. As we have seen though, dependence relations are not always
explanatory. If what is valuable about understanding is that it picks out those
with explanations, then Hannon should adopt Explanation over Dependence.
Only a subset of dependence relations supply explanation as well as understand-
ing. The one improvement that Hannon does make on Dependence is that he
includes grounding in his list of dependence relations that can give rise to under-
standing. Grounding is one of the primary dependence relations that can give
rise to non-causal explanations. Because of this connection with explanation,
grounding is able to supply understanding in a vast range of cases, cases where
other dependence relations cannot.

Because grounding can help clarify the concept of understanding, this gives
further reason to think that grounding talk is valuable. That grounding provides
an argument for Explanation offers a rejoinder to Wilson’s view that all the

123See Hannon (2019), p. 228.
124Ibid, p. 225.
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work done by grounding can be accomplished by other dependence relations.125

Here we have seen that this is not the case. Grounding is explanatory in a way
that other dependence relations are not, giving it a link to understanding that
goes above and beyond other dependence relations. While this does not directly
rebut all of the criticisms of the grounding skeptics, it gives reason to think that
grounding might be theoretically useful within epistemology much the same way
that modal notions also solidified their standing by proving to have applications
within epistemology.

125See Wilson (2014).
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